
At the Rady
JCC day camp

in July
The Rady JCC
day camp has
had an astound-
ing 1750 registra-
tions this sum-
mer. More pic-
tures on page 3.
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By BERNIE BELLAN
The Jewish Foundation committed a record

amount in grants for the year ending December
31, 2017. A total of $4,545,739 was allocated
in the form of both designated and undesignat-
ed grants.

That amount brings the total amount distrib-
uted by the Foundation since 1964 to
$59,341,605.

As well, according to the Foundation’s annu-
al report, which was recently released, its
“asset base increased to $118 million, a $10
million increase from the previous year,” wrote
Ian Barnes, Chief Financial Officer of the
Foundation, in his message published in the
annual report.

According to Barnes, the “increase reflects
$4.0 million in new endowment contributions
and a net return on investments of 9.8%.”
Barnes added, however, that “growth for
growth’s sake is not the Foundation’s ultimate
objective. Growth translates to increased cash
flow of grants and scholarships to the overall
community over the long term.”

Of the total amount allocated in grants, the
largest share was in the form of “designated
grants”, meaning that the Foundation had no
discretion in giving those grants. The amount
in designated grants came to $3,145, 686.

Jewish Foundation allocates record amount in grants in 2017

TARA FAINSTEIN
CEO of the

Jewish Foundation

IAN BARNES
Chief Financial
Officer of the

Jewish Foundation

Continued on page 13. See “Jewish
Foundation”.

Jewish camps enjoy surge in registrations this summer
(Story & pictures on pages 2 & 3)

BB Camp - this past JulyInside on a rainy July night  at Camp Massad



By BERNIE BELLAN

With the gorgeous summer we’ve been enjoying thus
far, campers at our two sleep-over camps can con-
sider themselves blessed. 

In response to an email I sent her, BB Camp Executive
Director Brenda Tessler Donen  supplied us with information
about how popular her camp has been this summer. She wrote
that,  “We have 312 campers between the ages of 7 – 16 years
attending resident Camp this summer. The Camp is also oper-
ating a day camp that has 350 campers.”

In response to a question I posed about how many of the
campers are from families that are new to Winnipeg, Brenda
wrote, “I would estimate that 20% of our camper population
are from Russian speaking families.”     

She also noted: “Our engagement with newcomers is a pri-
ority for the Camp.  We have had a positive response for our
day based programs which has resulted in families register-
ing for resident camp.  Integrating new Canadian youth has
been highly successful and in fact, five of the Camp’s staff
are Russian speaking.  The Camp also has  eight staff who
were originally from South America.”

Brenda added the following information:
“For our Open House program in June, we had 174 chil-

dren and adults in attendance.  80% of the registrants were
Russian speaking families.

“Our Family Weekend program had a record attendance of
136 people (from infancy to seniors)  - 20% were Russian
speaking families.”

“The Camp has had a very successful outdoor ed season –
with 13 schools
from both
Manitoba and
Ontario including
Gray Academy.
The Canadian
D i a b e t e s
Association will
be hosting their
six day camp pro-
gram at BB Camp
in late August.
Over 100 partici-
pants attend that
program.    

“On August 6, BB Camp in
partnership with the PJ Library
program will host ‘PJ Goes to
BB Camp’ – over 120 adults
and children will attend this day
long event and close to 75% of
the participants are Russian
speaking.”

I also spoke with Camp
Massad Executive Director
Danial Sprintz. Although Camp
Massad has a much smaller
capacity than BB Camp, it too
has been enjoying record regis-
trations, to the point, Danial
noted, that they had “to close
registration in certain age

groups”. 
Total registration

for both the first and
second sessions num-
bers 195, I was told.
As well, the day camp
(which is open to kids
6 and under), and
which is able to take
in 20 kids each ses-
sion, has had 35 regis-
trants.

(By the way,
although both BB and
Massad  accept kids
age 7 and up for
sleep-over camp, next
year Massad will
expand its “Bisseleh
Massad” program –

currently open to 7-year-
olds, and which offers
one week of sleep-over
camp, to include 6-year-
olds.)

I also asked Danial the
same question I had
posed to Brenda: “How
many of Massad’s
campers come from new-
comer families?”

Danial said that
“between 35-40 percent”
of the campers at Massad come from newcomer families – which would
put it in the range of 70 kids altogether. Using Brenda’s figure of 20 per-
cent of BB Camp’s total registration of 350 coming from Russian-speaking
families, that also works out to another 70 kids from newcomer families –
or a total of 140 kids from newcomer families altogether at both camps.

Now, at this point I ought to be careful what I write, because there’s a fair
bit of rivalry between the two sleep-over camps. Frankly, Massad has
always portrayed itself as “the poor sibling” – offering to make up in spir-
it what it can’t offer (in comparison with BB) in resources. 

That being said, Danial did note that Massad has continued to improve its
physical infrastructure. There is a new basketball court, which is as good a
court as you’ll find anywhere, he suggested, – with NBA quality nets.

In addition, “we’ve refurbished four of the cabins,” Danial said. “We’ve
also planted about 500 new trees.” (That, combined with the vastly
improved drainage system, means Massad is no longer the swamp it used
to be after a heavy rain.)

But, what Massad is really all about, Danial insisted, is “inclusion” – in
an identifiably “Jewish” camp. Taking a veiled swipe at BB, Danial said:
“If you come from another country and you want to send your kid to a
Jewish camp,” then you’ll send him or her to Massad. (Oy, am I going to
get a blast from Brenda after she reads this. Hey, let’s be fair then: BB is a
Jewish camp, too. There has always been a sort of reverse snobbery with
Massadniks…you know, “we’re not the rich camp; we’ve always toughed
it out.” It’s all in good, healthy fun for campers and staff – both current and
former, to take a poke at the other camp.)
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Join us in Winnipeg for

Sponsored by: The Friends of Israel, The Jewish 
National Fund, and Canadian Magen David Adom

HONOUR ISRAEL NIGHT

Tuesday, September 25 
7:00 pm

Victoria Inn Hotel 
& Convention Centre
1808 Wellington Ave

Winnipeg, MB R3H 0G3

$30 per person or $275 for a table of 10 
(includes kosher dessert with coffee and tea)

Registration required. Deadline September 14.
foi.org/canadaisraelnight 

For questions call 1-888-664-2584 

On May 14, Israel celebrated their 70th 
birthday as a modern nation. In recognition 

of that day, The Friends of Israel has 
invited  JNF (Jewish National Fund), 

CMDA (Canada Magen David Adom), and 
Jewish Foundation of Manitoba, as well as 
the Winnipeg Jewish community at large 

to help celebrate this occasion. 

U n d e r s t a n d i n g  t h e  O l i v e t  D i s c o u r s e
OF HIS COMING
THE SIGN

28th Annual 
Winnipeg Prophecy 

Conference

Friends of Israel
G O S P E L  M I N I S T RY

THE

Victoria Inn Hotel & Convention Centre
1808 Wellington Ave.

Winnipeg, MB R3H 0G3

September 27–29, 2018

888-664-2584 foi.org/conferences
for more information

HOSTED BY

Camp Massad and BB Camp both have record numbers of campers in 2018

Pictures above are from 
BB Camp this past July

This picture is of Gray Academy Grade 7
students and BB Camp staff who are Gray
Academy alumni this past June.

Pictures above are from Massad’s
Facebook page.
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Scenes from Rady JCC day camp

Scenes from Camp Gan Israel
The Chabad-Lubavitch also operates a day camp at the Jewish

Learning Centre on Mathers Ave. This year the camp has had a total
of 97 registrants.



Ihaven’t been writing much about Israel in this
column lately. It’s not that I haven’t been pay-
ing attention; it’s just that so much of the

news coming from Israel has been awful –
whether it was the start of those balloon and kite
attacks from Gaza or the increasing tensions
along the Syrian border, or the spate of legisla-
tion that seems to be defining Israel as an even

more intolerant place than it had already become – there hasn’t been much
to cheer you up when it comes to reading news about Israel.

Given that this issue is our annual salute to the Israel pavilion at
Folklorama – Shalom Square, it might seem the wrong time even  to  men-
tion anything negative about Israel, but let’s be realistic: Israel is a lighting
rod for criticism, whether it’s from its many enemies, or even from its
friends, among which I count myself.

I haven’t been back to Israel for four years now – not since the last war
with Hamas, and frankly, I haven’t been burning with a desire to go of late.
It’s not that I don’t enjoy  being in Israel; once I get there I always find
myself amazed at what an incredible country it is. What really depresses
me though is reading the kinds of stories that you’ll find scattered through
the pages of this issue.

There’s the story of the Conservative rabbi who was detained for per-
forming a marriage in Israel (on page 20 of this issue)… Detained? For per-
forming a marriage? As the rabbi himself
wondered, was he in Iran or Israel? The
distinction is blurring. I always get a kick
out of those pictures that ask: “Separated
at birth?”  Take a look at the pictures here
of the late former Chief Sephardic Rabbi
of Israel, Ovadia Yosef, and of the
Ayatollah Khamenei.  Isn’t that resem-
blance uncanny?

By the way, did you know that the
grandson of the late Rabbi Yosef is gay,
and he just married another gay man at a
ceremony conducted by a gay Orthodox
woman - in Israel?  Amazing. Here’s
something else you might want to know:
The State of Israel does not have a civil
marriage option and all state-recognized
wedding ceremonies must be conducted
by a cleric. However, it does recognize
partnerships between same-sex spouses
who register as living together. Yet, in the same story about the
Conservative rabbi being detained, it also says “the Knesset passed a law

denying same-sex male
couples the right to
have a child via a surro-
gate in Israel.” It
appears that the right-
wingers who control
the Knesset are deter-
mined to force all
Israelis to adhere to an
increasingly Orthodox
interpretation of
Judaism.

In keeping with that
trend toward intoler-
ance, the Knesset also
recently passed the
“Nation-State Law”,
which relegates non-
Jewish citizens to a sec-
ond class status. Plenty
has been said and writ-
ten about how discrimi-
natory the new law is.
(We have two articles
about that new law – on
pages 12 and 20 of this
issue.) What is surpris-
ing to me though, as
someone who peruses
the copy sent to us by
our two primary news
feeds, The Jewish

Telegraphic Agency, and the Jewish News Service is how critical the JTA
has been of the new law. I would have thought it would maintain a more
even-handed approach, but that isn’t the case. It is decidedly critical of the
new law.

One of our readers sent me an email asking whether I was going to write
about the Nation-State Law. My response is that I’m printing news reports
about that intolerant legislation which come from the JTA. And, lest any-
one think that the JTA is some liberal organ, it’s not. It has been around for
over 100 years and has been supplying Anglo-Jewish newspapers around
the world with balanced news reports for that long.  As for our other news
feed, the JNS, well, it was started up as a right-wing alternative to the JTA.
You won’t find any criticism of Israel on its website, although it does have
some excellent writers, among whom the best is Gary Tobin, a former edi-
tor of Commentary Magazine (and you can read one of his columns on the
opposite page).

So – that’s why I haven’t been writing about Israel.  As it slides into ever
more theocratic control by the right-wing Orthodox groups who dominate
the ruling coalition in Netanyahu’s government, most North American
Jews who care about Israel are finding themselves increasingly despairing
about that trend. The fact that Bibi Netanyahu is as secular as they come
(He loves bacon, by the way), makes no more difference to the Orthodox
Jews who lend him their support than the fact that Donald Trump is an
adulterous lecher does to Evangelical Christians who give Trump their
undying support.  For both Netanyahu and Trump staying in power is all
that matters. What you have to do to achieve that and who it is that will
keep you in power doesn’t matter – so long as they keep you in power.

Turning to cheerier news – everything in this issue of the paper that con-
cerns itself with matters relating to our local Jewish community is meant to
brighten your spirits. Starting with our report on how successful our Jewish
camps have been this summer – and are likely to remain given their popu-
larity among so many newcomers to the community; then reading our
reports about various individuals who have made their mark in our com-
munity, including (in this issue): Dr. Michael Boroditsky, Lloyd Friedman,
Phyllis Spigelman, Ian Rabb, and Rishona Hyman – it’s always a pleasure
to be able to consistently offer readers reasons to be proud of our Jewish
community.

Then, there is the news about the Jewish Foundation and how much more
it has been able to contribute by way of grants, not only to the Jewish com-
munity, but to the community in general. When I was emailing with vari-
ous employees of the Foundation while I was gathering material for the
story I was writing about the Foundation’s annual report, I was joking with
them that with the kinds of returns that the Foundation has been getting on
its investments, I’d sure like to buy shares in the Foundation – if only it
were a public company, and not a not-for-profit foundation.

Speaking of healthy returns, I’m proud to say that – for the second time
in three months, we  will be printing and distributing 200,000 copies of our
very popular Lifestyles supplement, which will also be inserted in our Aug.
15 issue. We’ve been producing Lifestyles supplements for over 20 years
now. The idea behind Lifestyles was to expand our reach beyond the Jewish
community alone by coming up with something that would be of interest to
a broader community. Until this past June we had been printing and dis-
tributing around 30,000 copies of Lifestyles but, when we were contacted
by the flyer account representative at the Free Press with whom we’ve been
dealing for 20 years, who asked us whether we’d like to try something dif-
ferent – and print 200,000 copies of Lifestyles with the Free Press, not just
30,000 – we thought we’d take the risk and do that.

Well, as you will see when you get the next issue of Lifestyles , it’s cer-
tainly proved popular with advertisers. We haven’t got the ability to pro-
duce Lifestyles more than three or four times a year though; we’re essen-
tially a three-person team here (despite what you may think when you take
a look at how much there is in Lifestyles). And, despite the constant warn-
ings that print is dead – we’ve somehow managed to figure out a way to
make it work, at least for the time being.

At the same time we want to extend our thanks to the Free Press for
reaching out to us with the invitation to both print and distribute Lifestyles
for us. We’ve had a relationship with the Free Press in one form or anoth-
er for many years now. In fact, it was when we cut a deal with the Free
Press – through Dersken Printers in Steinbach (which is owned by the Free
Press) to begin printing our papers, and for the Free Press to begin deliv-
ering the paper for us in Winnipeg, that we found a new lease on life.

We had been faced with ever-increasing printing costs and spiraling costs
for delivering the paper through Canada Post (not to mention ever-worsen-
ing service with Canada Post), until we cut that deal with Derksen Printers
and the Free Press. So, Bob (Silver) –  I know it’s not much fun being the
owner of a major daily newspaper these days, but for our sakes, stay in
business – at least until I’m ready to throw in the towel, okay?
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When a rock falls in a plaza . . .
The Kotel rock was a case of a stone meeting gravity. But it was also used as an excuse for Jewish score-settling while allowing the Palestinians to
explain again why peace is not in sight.

(July 27, 2018 /
JNS) In ancient
times, people
looked to portents
involving the
heavens and earth-
bound events in
order to try to
understand the

baffling world in which we live, as well as to
discern the will of their Creator. In the 21st
century—armed with science, sophisticated
technology and mass communication—
we’re much smarter than that. Instead of pon-
dering the stars, we now expect the fall of a
loose rock in an old stone wall to explain it
all. 

When a boulder that was part of the ancient Western Wall fell this past
week, it was just a matter of gravity, the loosening most likely caused by
vegetation that grows in the ancient structure, the debris that birds place
into crevasses or an accumulation of moisture. But the crash of a 220-
pound piece of rock was enough to set off a storm of commentary—some
of it serious and some delivered with tongue firmly planted in cheek. All of
it was designed to score points in the wars Jews fight among themselves,
in addition to the one Palestinians still wage against Israel’s existence.

The Kotel is the last remnant of the retaining wall surrounding the Holy
Temple in Jerusalem that was destroyed by the Romans in 70 C.E. As such,
it is more than a historical monument; it is infused with holiness for people
of faith. Sadly, that has also made it a battleground on which efforts to
ensure or suppress Jewish religious pluralism has played out.

The rock fell into the area separated from the main Kotel plaza and in
which a relatively small area has been set aside for egalitarian prayer. A
plan to expand access to the area has been blocked by those who are
offended by non-Orthodox prayer services. The ensuing controversy has
angered many Jews in the Diaspora.

So it wasn’t surprising that some people claimed that the rock falling was
a sign of heavenly favor or disfavor, made more profound since had it fall-
en a day earlier on Tisha B’Av—when the area was packed with thousands
of worshippers—some people almost certainly would have been badly
injured or even killed. Jerusalem Deputy Mayor Dov Kalmanovich of the
right-wing Jewish Home Party said the non-Orthodox might be the reason
for the incident, and that these “quarrelmongers examine themselves, not
the Wall.”

In response, a U.S. Reform rabbi wondered, in what was clearly intend-
ed as sarcasm, whether instead the wall had “spit out a stone” in protest
against the passage of the Jewish nation-state law days earlier. More
thoughtfully, Alden Solovy, a Reform teacher and blogger, invoked tradi-
tional teachings about Tisha B’Av by warning that perhaps the sinat chi-
nam—or “senseless hatred” that helped destroy Jerusalem 2,000 years
ago—is now undermining the stability of the Kotel.

But as is often the case, these Jewish internecine battles can obscure the
war their enemies still wage against them. While the Orthodox and the non-
Orthodox bicker about who can pray at the wall and where, the Palestinians
are still denying that the site has anything to do with the Jews.

As Khaled Abu Toameh reported in The
Jerusalem Post, Omar Kiswani, director of the
Al-Aqsa mosque on the Temple Mount, claimed
that the loose rock was the result of Israeli
archeological excavations aimed at toppling the
entire plateau and destroying Muslim holy
places. Yusef Natsheh, director of Islamic
Archeology and Tourism on the Mount, chimed
in by saying that the slab falling was clearly a
“pre-planned test” carried out by the Jews in
order to test the strength the walls of the
mosques before destroying them.

The spokesperson for the Fatah Party that runs
the Palestinian Authority also said that the rock’s
fall was proof that Israel was trying to destroy
the mosque. Not confining himself to conspira-
cy theories, Fatah’s Osama Qawasmeh, who

works for P.A. leader Mahmoud Abbas, made it clear that the Kotel prayer
areas were the property of Muslims, not the Jews arguing about them.

“We affirm that al-Aqsa Mosque and its surroundings, including what is
beneath it, are purely Islamic,” Qawasmeh said. “The Jews have no right to
it.”

He also called the visits to the Temple Mount by Israelis a “crime,” even
though Jewish tourists are forbidden to pray at the sacred site in a futile
effort to mollify the Palestinians.

If all this sounds familiar, it should. Palestinian leaders have been spew-
ing such falsehoods, which amount to a blood libel against Jews, for a cen-
tury in order to stir up hate. The recent “stabbing intifada” was set off in no
small measure by Abbas’s claims that “stinking Jewish feet” were profan-
ing Jerusalem’s holy sites. A stabbing murder of a Jew this week may well
have been directly inspired by the latest P.A. lies about the Temple Mount.
So, while Jews fight each other over prayer at the Kotel, Palestinians con-
tinue to seek to deny all of them the right to be there. Even the supposed
moderates of Fatah seem to want not just a Jew-free West Bank, but also a
Jerusalem where Jews have no rights—whether they are Orthodox or non-
Orthodox.

Serious observers should know that it’s pointless for mortals to ponder
whether their Creator moves around rocks, even the sacred ones of the
Kotel, to send them messages. Rather, they should remember that it’s that
the contemporary wars of the Jews against each other—like the battles that
took place inside Jerusalem while the Romans besieged the city—that
undermine the unity needed to defend the Jewish people against those who
would harm them and deny them their ancient home.

Instead of using the rock as a weapon in a domestic squabble, this would
be an apt moment for all Jews to stop trying to insult each other. And if it’s
the only way for the message to get through, let’s say that God moved that
stone in order to send them a reminder to behave themselves and under-
stand that their enemies make no such distinctions when seeking to spill
their blood.

Jonathan S. Tobin is editor in chief of JNS — Jewish News Syndicate.
Follow him on Twitter at: @jonathans_tobin.

A large chunk of stone dislodged from the Western
Wall in Jerusalem’s Old City at the mixed-gender
prayer section on July 25, 2018. 
Photo by Hadas Parush/Flash90.

By

JONATHAN S. TOBIN

(JTA) – Seagram heiress Clare Bronfman and three others
were arrested in upstate New York for their ties to an alleged
sex cult that reportedly pretends to be a self-help organiza-
tion.

Bronfman, 39, daughter of the late Canadian-Jewish bil-
lionaire and philanthropist Edgar Bronfman, was charged in
Albany with racketeering conspiracy in a case involving the
group NXIVM, The Associated Press reported.

According to the Albany Times-Union, Bronfman and the
others recruited and groomed sexual partners for NXIVM
founder Keith Raniere using “harassment, coercion and abu-
sive litigation to intimidate and attack perceived enemies
and critics of Raniere.” Raniere himself was arrested four
months ago in Mexico and charged with sex trafficking.

Bronfman has denied the allegations against her.
“NXIVM was not a criminal enterprise but instead was an organization

that helped thousands of people,” her attorney, Susan Necheles, said in a
statement. “The charges against Clare are the result of government over-
reaching and charging an individual with crimes just because the govern-
ment disagrees with some beliefs taught by NXIVM and held by Clare.
This is not how things should be done in America. We are confident that
Clare will be exonerated.”

According to prosecutors, Bronfman used her wealth to
finance NXIVM’s activities. Previous court filings indicat-
ed that Bronfman gave away millions of dollars to support
the group, including paying for Raniere’s private air travel
at a cost of $65,000 a flight, according to The Times of
Israel.

Bronfman in a website post last year called the secret soci-
ety a “sorority” that “has truly benefited the lives of its
members, and does so freely.”

“I find no fault in a group of women (or men for that mat-
ter) freely taking a vow of loyalty and friendship with one
another to feel safe while pushing back against the fears that
have stifled their personal and professional growth,” she
wrote.

Bronfman’s father, who died in 2013 at age 84, was a scion and longtime
head of the Seagram’s Company, at one point the largest distiller of alco-
holic beverages in the world. Edger Bronfman was president of the World
Jewish Congress for many years and was a major supporter of an array of
Jewish causes, including JTA, where he was a board member, and JTA’s
partner site MyJewishLearning, which he founded in 2003.

The Bronfman family “is perhaps the single largest force in the Jewish
charitable world,” Nathaniel Popper once wrote in the Forward.

Jewish heiress Clare Bronfman arrested for involvement in alleged sex cult

Clare Bronfman



Like his father (Richard
Boroditsky) before him, Dr.
Michael Boroditsky chose to pur-
sue a career as a obstetrician and
gynecologist. 

“I always wanted to be a physi-
cian,” he says. “I was inspired by
my father’s passion for gynecolo-
gy. What I like about my field of
practice is that obstetrics and

gynecology combines a variety of medical skills with the
opportunity to be an advocate for my patients and
women’s health issues.”

This past spring, Boroditsky, you might say, raised the
ante as far as his professional experience is concerned.
What he witnessed and experienced over five weeks in
March and April as a doctor in northern Nigeria for the
medical organization, Doctors Without Borders (Medicins
Sans Frontieres) went far beyond any challenges he has
ever faced before.

Now, Nigeria was not the Winnipeg gynecologist’s first
overseas mission. IN 2015, he recalls, just after the major
earthquake in Nepal (a small, poor mountainous country in
the Himalaya Mountains on India’s northern border),
Boroditsky responded to an appeal from the International
Red Cross, the organization that was leading the relief
efforts.

“A colleague of mine told me that the Red Cross was
looking for an obstetrician to help the relief efforts in
Nepal,” he says. “I heard from my friend on a Friday and was in a position
where I could leave the following Monday.”

The arduous journey, he recounts, took 33 hours, capped off by a 100KM
drive from Katmandu (Nepal’s Capital City) to the affected area – a drive
that took almost seven hours because of the damage.

“The Red Cross had set up a makeshift hospital for outpatient care and
children’s and maternal health,” he says.

He was in Nepal for about four weeks delivering outpatient care. The
people, he remembers, were poor but very friendly and the country was
beautiful,” he says.

His experience in Nepal whetted his appetite for overseas missions. “I
had felt the urge to help women in need in other parts of the world and have
some different experiences,” he comments.

To that end, he sought out Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF). For more
than 40 years, the Nobel Prize-winning organization has been providing
medical assistance to people affected by armed conflicts, natural disasters,
disease epidemics, malnutrition crises and other emergencies. MSF,
Boroditsky reports, has more than 30,000 staff members worldwide.

What he experienced in Jahun in distant northern Nigeria was far differ-
ent than his experiences in Nepal and certainly different  from what the
cases he comes across in his Winnipeg practice.

Jahun, he reports, is a mainly Muslim area is a region where kidnapping
is rife and Islamic extremist violence (think Boko Haram) is not that far
away.

One of the many challenges that he faced was the heat – 40-50 degrees
Celsius. “It was so hot that his surgical glasses tended to fog over,” he says.
“I had to drink at least ten times a day and supplement that with electrolytes
to avoid excessive heat loss. I was showering four or five times a day. At
least the mornings – when the temperature was around 25 – weren’t bad –
but you couldn’t go out in the middle of the day.”

In Musim northern Nigeria, men often have more than one wife – and
women – often while still teenagers – have babies. Boroditsky notes that
where Winnipeg hospitals deliver 5,500-5.800 babies a year, the hospital he
was working in at Jahun records 9,000 deliveries annually.

And, the level of need at the hospital is such that women having babies
have to share beds in the wards.

“There is just one obstetrician in the area,” Boroditsky reports, “and the
infant mortality rate is about 800 per 100,000 as compared to seven per
100,000 in Canada. 

“The number of still
births is around 15%.
In Canada, there is
one stillbirth for every
1,000 babies born.

“And a large num-
ber of the young
women I saw were
suffering from malnu-
trition and anemia.”

He notes that the
large number of sick
and dying patients
took getting used to.

“I am not trained to treat conditions
such as congestive heart failure or sep-
sis,” he says. And you don’t have a
medical team to support you as I
would have in Winnipeg. You just do
the best you can.”

Despite the many challenges –
including 80-90 hour work weeks – in
Jahun, Boroditsky found the experi-
ence to be rewarding. “You get to use
every facet of your training,” he says.
“In some ways, in a place like Jahun, it
is easier to make medical decisions.
There is no second guessing or second
opinions. There are no other doctors or
hospitals as options. 

“You just have to do the best you
can.”

Now, from other interviews this
writer has done with (or books that I
have read about) people who have had
similar experiences to Boroditsky
where life and death decisions are con-
stant, coming home to their regular
“First World” lives can be a tough
adjustment. Doctors Without Borders,
Boroditsky notes, does provide psychi-
atric and psychological counseling.

“I was okay,” he says. “It helped that
I was writing daily letters and emails to family putting down my thoughts.
We also kept in touch regularly by Skype.”

The biggest issue for Boroditsky on his return, he reports, was exhaus-
tion.

“I took four additional days off work when I got back to catch up on
sleep,” he says.

Boroditsky describes Doctors Without Borders as an excellent organiza-
tion and, he says, he is prepared to tackle further missions for them –
maybe every couple of years.

Overseas medical mission eye-opener for doctor
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Dr. Michael Boroditsky with a 
colleague in Jahun, Nigeria

Georgia lawmaker duped by Sacha Baron Cohen resigns
(JTA) – The Georgia

state representative
who was duped into
dropping his pants and
used a racial slur on
Sacha Baron Cohen’s
new Showtime series
has resigned.

Jason Spencer, a
Republican who sup-
ports banning burqas
and keeping
Confederate monu-
ments, said in a letter to
the speaker of the
Georgia House of
Representatives that his
resignation will take effect on July 31, CNN reported.

Spencer had faced calls to resign from the House speaker, David
Ralston, and Gov. Nathan Deal.

Cohen on his show “Who Is America?” convinced Spencer that he was
an Israeli anti-terrorism expert named Col. Erran Morad, and he teaches
Spencer how to identify and intimidate extremist Islamic terrorists by
way of several racist acts.

Spencer told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution that he “deeply regrets”
the language he used on the show and was “distracted by my fears.” He
apologized for “this ridiculously ugly episode.”

“As uncomfortable as I was to participate, I agreed to, understanding
that these ‘techniques’ were meant to help me and others fend off what I
believed was an inevitable attack,” Spencer told the newspaper.

“My fears were so heightened at that time. I was not thinking clearly,
nor could I appreciate what I was agreeing to when I participated in his
‘class.’ I was told I would be filmed as a ‘demonstration video’ to teach
others the same skills in Israel. Sacha and his crew further lied to me,
stating that I would be able to review and have final approval over any
footage used.”

Cohen, in character, tweeted a message to Spencer and posted the clip
of the segment on Monday.

On his show, Cohen has duped other current and past politicians,
including former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin.

Sacha Baron Cohen as Israeli Col. Erran
Morad with Georgia House Representative
Jason Spencer



By BERNIE BELLAN

Often the quietest
individuals are
the bravest.

Lloyd Friedman recent-
ly celebrated his 100th

birthday (on July 29).
That, in itself, is a
momentous achieve-
ment –and well worth
noting. 

As a matter of fact, in
our May 23rd issue this
year, we made mention
of the fact that three
members of the Adas
Yeshurun Herzlia con-
gregation were about to
mark their 100th birth-
days this year. The oth-
ers, in addition to
Lloyd, were Dr. Albert Rosenberg and Marion Solomon.

We’ve often run stories about individuals who have reached their 100th

year, so when I was contacted by Andrew Friedman, Lloyd’s son, who
asked me whether we would consider running something about his father’s
milestone achievement, I said “sure”. 

But then, Andy (as Andrew told me he preferred to be called) added
something that was totally unexpected when he said that his father had
been a World War II bomber pilot for the RCAF – flying Lancaster
bombers, and had flown an incredible 40 missions over Germany and
France on two separate tours of duty.

Now, to understand how amazing that was, you have to realize that the
attrition rate among crew members on those bombers approached 90% over
an entire tour of duty (which would have consisted of 20 missions if one
were lucky enough to make it through an entire tour).

I searched the index of a book which was recently published about Jewish
Canadians who served in WWII, titled “Double Threat”, by former CBC
journalist Ellin Bessner. The index lists all servicemen - and women, men-
tioned in the book. I couldn’t find any reference to Lloyd Friedman in it
(and, as a result, I’ve asked Ellin to consider adding to her book if she ever
publishes a revised version).

I have my own personal acquaintance with Lloyd though. Until quite
recently I would often see him walking his little white dog at the same time
that I was walking my own little black dog. He was always very quiet and
we never exchanged words, but we would acknowledge each other. To
think - this thin, quiet man who seemed to be devoted to his little dog was
actually a war hero. Can you imagine the courage it would have taken to
climb into one of those planes? Following is some information I found
online about what it was like to fly in a Lancaster bomber:

“The Lancaster Bomber carried out daring missions during World War
Two. It had a crew of seven from the pilot to the gunners. Everyone had to
play their part to stay alive. 

“The Lancaster was one of the most dangerous places to be in the entire
war – the life expectancy of a new recruit was just two weeks…Flying
in a British bomber during World War Two was one of the most dangerous
jobs of all. Some 55,000 aircrew died in raids over Europe.”

So, when I went over to Lloyd’s house, at Andy’s invitation (and he lives
on the next block over from us), I was hoping to be able to ask him some
questions about his war service. Unfortunately, and not at all surprisingly,
Lloyd spends a great deal of time sleeping (which he was doing when I
arrived), and is fairly disoriented when it comes to being with strangers.

Still, I was able to talk with Andy – who gave me a fairly good rundown
of his dad’s life and career. (Later, Andy’s sister Fran also came into the
house and joined in the conversation.)

I was told that Lloyd was born in Southey, Saskatchewan. Prior to the
war, he had been a school teacher in Saskatchewan. Lloyd joined the RCAF
even before World War II broke out. Trained as a pilot himself, for the first
years of the war he trained other pilots at Brandon.

In 1943 Lloyd went overseas to England, where he began serving on
Lancasters. Andy said that the main base where he served was in York.
There were seven men assigned to a Lancaster flight crew. Amazingly all
seven of Lloyd’s crew (all Canadians) survived the war, Andy noted. They
would often get together for reunions, but now there is no one else left from 

that crew.
Following the war, Lloyd returned to Saskatchewan, where he obtained

his B.A. He then went to Trail and Nelson in BC to teach for a number of
years. In the mid 1950s he returned to Saskatchewan, where his parents had
a hotel in Regina.

Lloyd moved to Winnipeg in the late 1950s to live with his sister, Sylvia,
who was married to lawyer Harvey Pollock. Soon thereafter, Lloyd embarked
upon a long career as an English and History teacher at St. John’s High
School. He also married the former Lola Kravetsky in 1963, when he was 45,
but tragically Lola died only 15 years later, and Lloyd never remarried.

While he devoted himself to his teaching career, he was also an active
member of the Adas Yeshurun Herzlia Synagogue, serving one term as
president. As well, following his retirement from teaching, Lloyd became
an ardent volunteer for the community, delivering meals for Meals on
Wheels, driving people to the Simkin Centre for visits, and even taking
people shopping. He
continued volunteer-
ing until he was well
into his 90s, Andy
said, when he had to
give up his driver’s
license.

As well, following
his teaching career at
St. John’s, Lloyd
began teaching spe-
cial needs kids. In
Andy’s words, “he
always cared for oth-
ers.”

Always active,
Lloyd was an active
member of the Reh-
Fit Centre until last
year. One of his
favourite activities
was getting together
with two of his oldest
friends, Dr. Albert
Rosenberg and Lou
Billinkoff.

On Wednesday, July
25, Lloyd was hon-
oured at a special lun-
cheon held in his hon-
our at the Chabad-
Lubavitch Jewish
Learning Centre. To
read an article about
that luncheon, go to
the  CBC website and
enter  Lloyd Friedman
in the  search bar.
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Quiet war hero Lloyd Friedman now a centenarian

Three old friends having lunch in November 2017, two
of whom will have turned 100 in 2018 (l-r): Lloyd
Friedman, Lou Billinkoff, Dr. Albert Rosenberg (also
100)

At Lloyd Friedman’s 100th birthday party held at the
Chabad-Lubavitch Jewish Learning Centre on Wednesday,
July 25. (l-r): Dorothy Hanysz (Lloyd’s caregiver), Lloyd
Friedman, and his children, Andy Friedman and Fran Silver
sing “You are my Sunshine”.  

Photo courtesy of Ian Froese/CBC News



By BERNIE BELLAN

Ian Rabb’s story is well-known. As someone
who had fallen as low as one can go, then
managed to pull himself up – with the aid of

others, Rabb’s story of falling into a life of
addiction and despair, then managing to climb
out of the enormous hole into which he had dug
himself, is truly inspiring. 

On Thursday, July 18, Rabb was the guest
speaker at the Remis Speakers’ Forum, held
every Thursday, beginning at 11:45 am, at the
Shaarey Zedek Synagogue.

Normally, when I attend these events I don’t
bring along a pad for note-taking, but I had never
heard Rabb speak in person (although I had heard
him on the radio). I knew enough about his story
though to be intrigued to the point where I
thought beforehand that it would be worthwhile
to report on his talk. 

When he did begin to speak it was clear from the outset that Ian Rabb is
well used to giving the kind of talk that he gave. He spoke without notes –
and without having to pause to collect his thoughts. And, as anyone who
had heard or read of his story prior to this particular day, it was no surprise
that Ian Rabb was brutally honest in describing his own story.

He began by introducing himself as the Business Development and
Public Relations Officer at Aurora Recovery Centre, which opened in June
2016 (on the site of what was formerly the Misty Lake Lodge north of
Gimli). Recently, Rabb noted, he has also worked with his brother, Jeff, at
Alderman Capital (but he didn’t go into detail about his experiences work-
ing at that company).

Looking around at the audience though (which was made up mostly of
older Jewish men like me), Rabb observed that “the people who need to
hear me aren’t here.” He added that he wasn’t referring to people with
addiction issues alone; it was just that he wanted to get his message out to
the wider Jewish community. (Afterwards, I asked Rabb whether he had
ever been invited to speak by Jewish Child & Family Service for their “Can
We Talk?” series. He said that he hadn’t, but he would be glad to do so.)

Came from a good Jewish home
Continuing with his story, Rabb said that he came from a good Jewish

home and was active in many facets of life growing up. (A check of our
archives reveals that Rabb was publicity director for the Israel Pavilion for
Folklorama in 1985, and was also involved with something known as
Y.O.F.I. – Youth Organization For Israel, at the same time.)

Even before he became an addict though, Rabb said that he knew “there
was something wrong with me”. Looking back on how his life spiraled into
a hellish combination of drug and alcohol addiction, leading to arrests mul-
tiple times when Rabb was living in the U.S. (where he had gone to work
as an optometrist – one of three degrees he holds), and time spent in prison,
Rabb insists that “addiction clearly never has anything to do with where we
come from”. 

Referring to the loving home in which he grew up, Rabb said “no amount
of love or compassion could have changed my life because I was given
everything I could have wanted.”

So, what led to Rabb’s addiction issues?
One might wonder then, where did Rabb’s  problem with addiction come

from, if not from a troubled childhood – which is what we are often led to
understand is often the cause of addiction?

In Rabb’s view, “addiction is a ‘pereceptual’ disease. Those of us who are
afflicted with the disease of addiction would be addicts even if we didn’t
try alcohol or drugs,” he suggested.

“What happens is that when you see things not as they really are, the sub-
stance quiets the thinking…The drug or alcohol is not the problem; it’s a
symptom” (of the underlying problem).

“Families tend to blame themselves” when children become addicts, he
noted. “Yet, there’s nothing they can do. I wouldn’t have changed anything
I did growing up.”

Rabb said to the audience that he’s often asked to speak to school stu-
dents. He said that “I can go to a school and point to ten people who will
be addicted just from the way they’re acting.”

Later, when he took questions, Rabb was asked to elaborate on that asser-
tion – to explain just how it is he can spot someone who is going to become
an addict.

He answered that there are essentially two types of personalities that are
prone to addiction among school students: the “isolator” – “the loner with
an inability to feel connected”; and the “class clown” – “looking for atten-
tion.”

And, it’s not always individuals who seem to be wanting to cut them-
selves off from mainstream society who become addicts, Rabb added.

“Often, people who are highly motivated become
addicted…I was a doer, always looking for activities
to fill the void, such as sports or Chai…I was always
looking for something to make me complete or
whole.”

Yet, even as accomplished as he was (acquiring the
three degrees, becoming a successful optometrist, and
earning a good income), Rabb said that “becoming
master of your own destiny was not enough any
more.”

He entered into a pattern of criminal behaviour
while living in Chicago, then Denver. (Rabb didn’t go
into detail about what happened, but in a 2016 story
written by Jennifer McFee for the Sou’wester, Rabb is
quoted as saying, “ ‘I got involved in more aggressive
drugs and ultimately organized crime and the sex
trade. I crossed every possible line. I was arrested
seven times in the United States. I became a junkie
and basically lost my home in Chicago.’ 

“He moved to Denver to live with his sister and got
involved in more criminal activity. 

“ ‘In that process, I became the organizer of disorganized crime and at the
end was looking at time in prison for racketeering,’ he said.”

At the Remis forum Rabb added that “I would leave jail and get home
and within three hours I would be back doing the same thing all over
again.”

The Sou’wester article continues: “His sister eventually threw him out on
the street, where he continued to get into trouble. Ultimately, a drug
enforcement officer helped save his life by pointing out that he didn’t
belong there.” 

How did Rabb recover?
Rabb credits his father, David, for helping him on the path to recovery.

David flew to Denver “and took me back to Winnipeg – the last place I
wanted to come back to,” he said.

It was when he returned to Winnipeg though that Rabb explained he came
into contact with “an 82-year-old mentor who had helped addicts for 42
years.”

It was with the help of that man that Rabb said he came to the realization
that “if I didn’t touch the stuff I would get better – but there was no hope.”

Despite his self-doubt, Rabb threw his energy into helping other addicts
and, even though he admits that he will always be an addict, he said that he
has now “been clean and sober for 17 years”. 

Rabb explained  it was by understanding that the basis for addiction is a
combination of several factors – which may include a genetic predisposi-
tion, but almost certainly includes some sort of childhood trauma (in 99%
of cases, he later claimed) that he said he came to the notion that addiction
is a disease of the “soul” (not in a traditional religious sense, he explained,
but in a more Jungian sense).

According to Carl Jung, there are three ways for an addict to recover,
Rabb said:

1. You can see a “white light”; you can develop a “new consciousness”.
2. Deep study and learning can solve the problem of “cancer of the soul”

– a “religious” approach
3. “Honest communication with friends, protected by the wall of human

community” 
It was this third approach that has become the basis for all 12-step pro-

grams, Rabb explained, and which was pivotal in the work that he has been
doing in helping other addicts since he came back to Winnipeg 17 years
ago.

Two-ten Recovery and the Aurora Centre
“First I did ‘Two-Ten Recovery’”, Rabb said, finding homes for recover-

ing addicts where thye “could go back to some sort of structured environ-
ment” and  where they would receive support rather than being left to fend
for themselves.

Then, around 2012, Rabb began to develop the notion of creating a
“recovery centre” – not a “treatment centre”, as most facilities that aim to
help addicts are called.

The difference is crucial, Rabb maintained. “We all hear about treatment
centres, as opposed to recovery centres. But, it’s a lifelong process. The
essence of recovery is where you give of yourself freely to humanity.

Rabb didn’t touch upon the process that was involved in building the
Aurora Recovery Centre, but a reference to other articles written about that
centre mention some of the difficulties he encountered, including trying to
find the capital to build the centre, and then, when it finally opened in 2015,
being forced to shut it down a short while later, due to insufficient funds.

In the past two years though, with new leadership, (and with Rabb as the
only holdover from the original centre)

Ian Rabb tells his story of recovery from addiction to Remis speakers’ forum
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Aurora has established itself as a
successful centre, Rabb said.

Aurora is a 70-bed facility “with full medical recovery,” he explained.
“We have had over 600 people there in two and a half years.” (And, at a
cost of $20,000 for a six-week stay, Aurora should be generating a healthy
profit for its investors, although Rabb didn’t discuss that particular sub-
ject).

Prior to Aurora’s opening, however, there were no long-term addiction
treatment facilities in the province. Now, Rabb noted, “60% of the clients
there are from Manitoba.

By the way, currently the Province of Manitoba does not cover any of the
costs of treatment at Aurora. While many might wonder whether the rather
expensive cost of sending someone there might preclude its being available
to anyone except wealthy individuals or families, Rabb said that “60% of
the people receiving treatment come from middle class families searching
for $20,000 to send their loves somewhere where their lives can be saved.”

The failure of both the provincial and civic governments to come to terms
with the true nature of addiction is something that Rabb lamented. He sug-
gested that the slogan made famous by Nancy Reagan to “just say no” was
“like saying to a homeless person, ‘just get a house’ ”.

Also, “Don’t say to an addict: ‘You have a choice,” Rabb cautioned. “No
one grows up thinking ‘I want to grow up to be an addict’.”

Further, within certain communities, especially ones that have arrived
relatively recently in Canada, Rabb observed, “there’s so much shame
around addiction.” He referred specifically to the Filipino and East Indian
communities, suggesting that the first generation of newcomers within
those communities “does not want to admit there’s a problem.”

The Jewish community, in contrast, “has reached a certain level of under-
standing” that addiction is a very real problem, Rabb maintained. He
added, however, that addiction among young people within our communi-
ty in the “15-25 age group” is quite a serious issue.

As I noted, Rabb took questions from the floor. The questions were con-
sistently intelligent and they helped to flesh out some of the points that he
had raised, but hadn’t sufficiently explored.

The first question was about peer group influence and how much of a fac-
tor that plays in addictions.

Rabb answered that “the person who is addicted is going to find their peer
group” – not the other way around.

Another questioner asked about the high incidence of addiction within
the native community.

Rabb said that “I had an ‘ah ha’ moment when it comes to First Nations
addiction.” He went on to explain that “I was very sick as a baby. My moth-
er was also very sick when I was a young child.” (See earlier for the refer-
ence to childhood trauma and Rabb’s saying that it plays a pivotal role in
later addiction.)

Continuing his reference to First Nations, he asked: “How do you help an
entire people that has suffered trauma?”

“We have three First Nations staff at Aurora,” Rabb noted. “We have
drum ceremonies, we have smudging.”

“But,” he added, “isolating them to their own community is not going to
solve their problems.

Someone else asked Rabb to describe a typical day at Aurora.
He answered that they have different groups in the mornings, then indi-

vidualized treatment in the afternoons. Evenings are devoted to 12-step
programs, Rabb said.

“Also, everybody gets two counselors,” he noted, not one: “a mental
health counselor and an addictions counselor.”

“We’re the only treatment centre in Canada to offer this,” Rabb said. “All
other centres treat addicts in groups; we offer individualized treatment.”

He explained that individualized treatment is important because “not all
addicts want to be treated in groups.”

In addition, Rabb said, “Sunday mornings we have family groups
because addiction is a family problem.”

Legalization of cannabis may not be all rosy
Rabb was asked about the pending legalization of cannabis. What were

his thoughts?
He responded “It’s none of my business if you want to use drugs; it’s my

business if you want to quit.”
As far as marijuana being a “gateway drug”, Rabb noted that “65 percent

of the population at Aurora are still coming in with alcohol as the drug of
choice. Forty percent of the population can have a joint once a month and
not worry about it,” but he did point out that Colorado (where marijuana is
legal) has begun to experience problems since it legalized pot, so we
shouldn’t expect legalization to be a smooth ride here either.

“The number of people I see with severe psychosis from marijuana use is
very disturbing,” Rabb cautioned.

Asked about the huge meth problem in Winnipeg, Rabb made this obser-
vation: “Gangs see that marijuana is going to be legalized and they want to
get their customers addicted” to something else that they can supply.

Someone else asked Rabb whether Aurora’s treatment program is ‘holis-
tic”.

Rabb agreed, but added “that doesn’t preclude the fact many people have
issues that need us to ”combine our approach with traditional medi-
cine…but he took great exception to the way “Xanax and other (benzodi-
azepine) drugs are handed out like candy” at other treatment centres. 

“We’re not going to use benzodiazepine to treat an addiction,” Rabb
insisted. “Our goal is always abstinence. Eighty-five percent of the people
coming into treatment suffer from depression.”

But, Rabb added, “We don’t know how many are depressed because of
their addictions” or are depressed to begin with, which leads to them tak-
ing drugs or alcohol – or both.

No matter what, it’s a long recovery process - based on the well-estab-
lished 12-step program and Rabb, citing his own story repeatedly, acknowl-
edged, during his talk, an addict can never be said to be fully recovered. 

His message is inspirational – and hopeful. Rabb said that he gets “hun-
dreds of calls a day” from people asking for help for a son, daughter, hus-
band, wife, mother, or father.

Governments are still reluctant to provide adequate resources to treat
addictions, Rabb noted. But, with an individual like Ian Rabb stepping up
to do his part in helping the growing sector of our population with addic-
tion issues, it would certainly serve our leaders – no matter whether they’re
in government, in the school system, or even religious institutions, to ask
Ian Rabb to speak to them the same way he spoke at the Shaarey Zedek.
Everyone stands to learn a great deal by listening to someone who’s hit
rock bottom, but managed to climb back up.

Continued from previous page.

Aurora Recovery Centre near Gimli
has treated 600 addicts in a little over 2 years

90-year-old Holocaust survivor is 
unexpected superhero of Comic-Con

(JTA) – A Holocaust survivor turned
out to be the real superhero at the Comic-
Con convention in Southern California.

Ruth Goldschmiedova Sax, 90, who
survived three Nazi concentration camps,
was the main draw of a panel on “Art
During the Holocaust” at the popular con-
vention last week in San Diego.

Sax, of Chula Vista, California, told an
overflow crowd about how she was
forced to stand naked in front of
Auschwitz doctor Josef Mengele six
times in order to help him decide whether she should be sent to the gas
chambers, the San Diego Times reported. She also survived internment in
Theresienstadt and Oederan.

Her daughter, Sandra Scheller, displayed slides showing how comics
were used as propaganda against Jews. Scheller is the author of her moth-
er’s memoir, “Try to Remember, Never Forget.”

Sax told the audience how she saw drawings and cartoons depicting
Jews in an anti-Semitic manner in the German newspaper Der Sturmer.

“We were shocked and surprised by the propaganda and the way Jewish
persons were portrayed,” she said. “I remember being scared, wondering
how could this be? It was something we could not run away from.”

Meanwhile, according to another panelist, many Jews were among
those creating cartoons and comics in the United States showing the
defeat of the Nazis.

Esther Finder, the president and founder of Generations of the Shoah,
told the audience that Nazi racial propaganda likely fueled the creation of
Superman by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster of Cleveland, Ohio. She also
noted Superman’s Jewish roots from his original name, Kal-El, which
includes a Hebrew name of God, and the similarity of his arrival on earth
to that of Moses – both placed in a vessel and sent adrift in the hopes that
someone would save him and take him in.

Jewish television star Mayim Bialik also made a surprise appearance at
Comic-Con after first spending a day on the floor of the convention hall
incognito so she could enjoy it with her sons. She wore a Spiderman
mask and a baseball cap. Bialik and “Big Bang Theory” co-star Kunal
Nayyar joined a panel with the show’s writers.

Ruth Goldschmiedova Sax
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By MYRON LOVE

Phyllis Spigelman is the con-
summate community volun-
teer. On Tuesday, July 24, the

Gwen Secter Creative Living
Centre at Syd Glow Place hon-
oured its former two-time president
as part of its gala 30th anniversary
celebration.

The event attracted about 100
family members, friends, Gwen
Secter members and supporters.
And, under the guidance of gala
chair Karina Biderman, the Gwen
Secter was transformed for the
occasion into a gorgeous venue
rivaling the best banquet halls that
our city has to offer – with catering
provided by the centre’s in-house
staff, Kathy Koltowski and Galina Melenevska.

The guest of honour was joined at her table by her children,
Robyn and Stan Feuerberg, Victor and Sheli Barnett Spigelman and
Adrienne and Andrew Ross, along with granddaughter Elyse Ross and the
honouree’s brothers, Martin and Joel, and Joel’s wife, Lynda. 

(Norman, Phyllis’ husband of 53 years, passed away in 2007.)
In praising Spigelman, Nikki Spigelman, the Gwen Secter board’s presi-

dent – and the honouree’s niece, noted that her aunt has been a lifelong con-
fidante and inspiration. She commented on Phyllis Spigelman’s caring
nature, her boundless energy and her ability to focus on the task at hand.

“I have known Auntie Phyllis all my life,” she said. “She and my mom
worked together on many projects.”

She noted that Phyllis early on – at the age of 12 – was already out on
street corners downtown tagging to raise money for the opening of the
Mount Carmel Clinic – originally a medical centre that was created pri-
marily to serve the needs of Winnipeg’s burgeoning north End Jewish com-
munity – immigrants whose first language was Yiddish and who were
uncomfortable in English. This was before the days of government-funded
healthcare.

Spigelman noted that Phyllis contributed to several Jewish organizations
during her long career as a volunteer. A lifelong member of Congregation
Etz Chayim (and its predecessor the Rosh Pina Synagogue), Phyllis ran the
gift shop at the synagogue for many years, organized fashion shows and
held several key positions as a board member.

She has also chaired the Board at the Simkin Centre and been an active
member of the Hebrew Congregation of Winnipeg Beach where, for years,
she helped prepare the Kiddushes on Shabbas.

In the political realm, Phyllis chaired the Liberal Party operation in St.
John’s Constituency and, her niece noted, met both Pierre and Justin
Trudeau.

But it has been her commitment to the Gwen Secter – and Jewish seniors

– through her involvement
in the National Council of Jewish Women in which she has been involved
the longest. 

As Nikki Spigelman noted, as a young bride in 1954, Phyllis did what
most young brides at that time did. She joined a Jewish women’s organiza-
tion – in her case, National Council (as well as Hadassah’s Weizman
Chapter).

In 1948, Winnipeg’s National Council branch founded the original Golden
Age Club – Canada’s first drop-in centre for seniors. Phyllis recalls going in
weekly to pour tea on Wednesdays after the NCJW at the Golden Age Club
at what used to be the Hebrew Sick Benefit Society building basement next
door to Gunn’s Bakery on Selkirk Avenue. In the 1960s, National Council
moved the Golden Age Club to Pritchard and Salter.

“If I tried to list all the positions that Phyllis has filled with National
Council and the Gwen Secter, we would be here all night,” Nikki
Spigelman said. “She was part of the organization when National Council
conceived of an expanded Golden Age club at our current location. And she
twice served as president of the Gwen Secter.

“I call Auntie Phyllis my human computer. If I have any questions about
the Gwen Secter’s history or people who have been involved, she has the
answers. We are fortunate to have had the benefit of her wisdom and focus
over the years and she continues to help us with strategic planning, bud-
geting and much more.”

Added Becky Chisick, the Gwen Secter’s executive director, “Phyllis is
an inspiration to us all. We appreciate her dedication and support. She
exemplifies Jewish values and what volunteering is all about.”

Chisick describes the evening (which also featured stand-up comics
Benji Rothman and Mike Green) as a huge success. “We were very fortu-
nate that so many people came out in support of Phyllis,” she says. “We are
looking forward to our next 30 years.”

Gwen Secter honours long time volunteer at 30th anniversary gala dinner

Lifetime National Council
member Marjorie
Blankstein

105-year-old Gwen Secter member Sophie
Shinewald with Phyllis Dana on her left and Karen
Dana (Phyllis's daughter) on right.

PHYLLIS
SPIGELMAN

Palestinian clerics warn of Israeli plot to cause artificial earthquake to topple Al-Aqsa
Following a series of low-magnitude earthquakes felt in northern Israel and in neighboring countries in early July, Palestinian clerics, both Muslim
and Christian, stated that some elements in Israel are acting to demolish the Al-Aqsa mosque and build the Jewish Temple in its place.

(July 27, 2018 / MEMRI - Middle East Media Research Institute)
Following a series of low-magnitude earthquakes felt in northern Israel and
in neighboring countries in early July, Palestinian clerics, both Muslim and
Christian, stated that some elements in Israel are acting to demolish the Al-
Aqsa mosque and build the Jewish Temple in its place, and warned that
Israel may exploit a natural earthquake or cause an artificial one to destroy
the mosque. 

It should be mentioned that MEMRI recently published translated
excerpts from an article by Kamal Zakarneh, a columnist for the Jordanian
daily Al-Dustour, who wrote that the recent quakes in northern Israel may
have been caused by the underground testing of nuclear or other weapons
that Israel is developing with the ultimate aim of toppling Al-Aqsa, the
Dome of the Rock and the Church of the Holy Sepulcher.

The following are excerpts from the statements by the Palestinian clerics:
Al-Aqsa Preacher Ikrima Sabri: The Occupation Is Preparing

Something To Harm Al-Aqsa
Former Jerusalem mufti Ikrima Sabri, a preacher at the Al-Aqsa mosque,

said: “The excavations beneath the Al-Aqsa mosque are unceasing, and
their pace has [even] increased and become more severe. … These excava-
tions must not be accepted, for they constitute flagrant aggression against
Al-Aqsa and the waqf. … All signs indicate that the occupation is prepar-
ing something to harm Al-Aqsa. … We must beware [and realize that] the
occupation may cause an earthquake to destroy Al-Aqsa. The occupation
and its government may take advantage of natural and unnatural circum-

stances to realize the plot to destroy Al-Aqsa. There is a network of tunnels
down there that reach deep [beneath] Al-Aqsa.”

Deputy Head Of The Northern Branch Of The Islamic Movement In
Israel: The Occupation May Be Trying To Cause An Earthquake To
Topple Al-Aqsa

The deputy head of the Northern Branch of the Islamic Movement in
Israel, Kamal Al-Khatib, said: “Although [people] speak of destroying the
blessed Al-Aqsa in order to build the ‘Temple’ upon its ruins, Israel will
never agree to such an insane move. But there are unofficial elements who
do their utmost to accelerate the destruction of the mosque and remove [all]
signs of Arab and Muslim culture from the city of Jerusalem.

As for the recent earthquakes in northern Palestine, it cannot be ruled out
that the occupation is responsible for actions that could cause such earth-
quakes with the aim of destroying Al-Aqsa and [then claiming], as a pre-
text, that it was the result of a natural disaster.”

Greek Orthodox Archbishop In Jerusalem: The Quakes Are
Artificial And Aimed At Destroying Religious And Historic
Monuments In The City, Including Al-Aqsa  

Archbishop Atallah Hanna from the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of
Jerusalem said: “What is happening is part of a dangerous ongoing plot
aimed at harming the holy site of Al-Aqsa. … The artificial earthquakes
that we hear about every day are a prelude to the bigger quake that will hit
Al-Aqsa and other historic and religious monuments in the city of
Jerusalem.”
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This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust
at the Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow,
University Of Manitoba.

English summary of Yiddish column
Modern Israel is obsessed with food. Sushi, pizza, and

burgers are more popular than humus or Gefilte Fish. The
restaurant “Sender” in south Tel Aviv is a museum for
Ashekenazi comfort food. Established in 1948 it serves
Gefilte Fish, Gale, tongue, and Kompot. Hipsters, African
workers, Sephardi Jews and nostalgic Ashkenazim, all
need a break from the high rises of rich Tel Aviv. I highly
recommend. 

Jewish Radio Hour - Upcoming Shows
Listen to The Jewish Radio Hour - Sundays 1:30 - 2:30

PM CDT on Radio Station CKJS, 810 on the AM dial or
online at ckjs.com

On August 5th, Lyle Smordin presents a program of
Jewish music and community news. On the Yiddish half
hour, Rochelle Zucker plays songs that praise the richness
and beauty of our “mameloshen”. The hope is to inspire
students to sign up for the Yiddish Language course being
offered at The University of Manitoba this year. 

On August 12th, both Sid Halpern and Osher Kraut cel-
ebrate Rosh Chodesh Elul - the month before Rosh
Hashana. It is a time for reflecting and renewing and
repairing friendships and relationships. 

You can listen to past presentations on our podcast web-
site:

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/jewishradiohour
Follow us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/JewishRadioHourWinnipeg/

Larry Remis Speakers Forum
luncheon on Thursdays, 11:45 to 1:30

Shaarey Zedek Synagogue
Attendance is open to all. 

The weekly luncheons cost $20.00 (which is paid to
Shaarey Zedek). For more information contact Allan
Cantor, allanpc@shaw.ca or 204-942-176. Please call
before noon Wednesday
Upcoming speakers: 

August 2nd – Six years ago Barry Prentice, Professor,
Asper School of Business, addressed Remis members
about his ‘Cargo Airship, Solution for the North’. He will
be bringing us up-to-date. In spite of a major setback
when a powerful storm destroyed their hangar and airship
at St. Andrews, Barry and his colleague are continuing to
research and develop their idea, winning a People’s
Choice Award from CanInfra Challenge, a private sector
led forum for transformational infrastructure ideas for
Canada.

August 9th – Jim Silver, has been a professor at the
University of Winnipeg for 36 years. He helped develop
the Department of Urban and Inner-City Studies, then
moved it off campus to the North End. He has written
extensively on historical and contemporary aspects of
poverty in Winnipeg. He is the mover and shaker behind
the creation of Merchants Corner, the redevelopment of
the 100-year-old Merchants Hotel and surrounding lots,
which he will be telling us about in this presentation. 

August 16th – Floyd Babcock, a recently retired Judge
for Citizen Immigration, is also Director Emeritus of the
Cardus Institute, a Christian ‘think tank’, which indepen-
dently researches 2000 years of social thought as it applies
to Canadian foundational values. Presently Cardus focus-
es on six major areas, each emphasizing the promotion of
a flourishing society. Lloyd has chosen to address us on
Religious Freedom. 

August 23rd – Jordan Bighorn is a member of the
Baha’i Faith, a religion which teaches the unity and equal-
ity of all people. He will be speaking to us of the rich his-
tory of the Baha’i Faith in Haifa, Israel. Jordan was born
in Seattle, Washington, of Fort Peck Assiniboine
Community and of Lakota heritage, a.k.a. Teton Sioux,
one of the seven Sioux tribes of the Plains. He was select-
ed as one of Manitoba’s Heroes in 2014, for his work sup-
porting First Nations youth, helping them overcome neg-
ative generational cycles.

Celebrating something? Why not sponsor a dessert on
that special occasion, at a cost of only $55? Contact
Sandra Caplan at caplansb1@gmail.com. 
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Analysis

By CHARLES DUNST
(JTA) – On July 19, Israel’s right-wing coalition government passed, by

a narrow 62-55 margin, its controversial nation-state law, which declared
Israel as the “nation-state of the Jewish people.” Scores of liberal critics
denounced the measure as an unnecessary and racist provocation, while
defenders called it a statement of the obvious.

Akin to a constitutional amendment, the “basic law” declares – much like
the country’s Declaration of Independence – that Israel is “the home of the
Jewish people.” Unlike the declaration, however, it asserts that Jerusalem
is its capital, that Hebrew is its only official language and that national self-
determination is “unique to the Jewish people.”

As CNN noted, “Though the law is fraught with controversy and highly
symbolic, much of it has little practical impact.”

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu called the passage of the law “a piv-
otal moment in the annals of Zionism and the State of Israel,” while Ahmad
Tibi, an Arab Knesset member, denounced it as “the end of democracy” and
“the official beginning of fascism and apartheid.”

Reactions to the law reflect the wide divides within Israeli society itself
and among observers abroad. Here’s a sampling:

Do Arab citizens have a place in Israel?
The bill “failed to grapple with Palestinians citizens’ insistence that they

have a right to live in Israel with full and equal rights, and that they will not
give up their Palestinian national identity to do so,” Maha Nassar, an asso-
ciate professor at Arizona University, said in the Forward. “It’s time that
we have a serious conversation about whether it was ever really possible to
have a ‘Jewish and democratic state’ that took seriously Palestinians’
national identity and ties to their land.”

Noah Kulwin, senior editor of the left-wing Jewish Currents magazine,
said the bill codifies discrimination against Arabs, comparing Israel to
apartheid South Africa and noting that the country is “finding common
cause with the European far right.”

Stating the obvious
David Hazony, founding editor of The Tower magazine, says the critics

are distorting what the bill actually states.
“Building a Jewish homeland – through sovereignty, through culture, and

through settlement – has always been the core purpose of the country,”
Hazony wrote in the Forward. “The bottom line is that Israel is the Jewish
State, and this law tells us what that means, just as other Basic Laws tell us
what goes into its democratic foundations.”

Avi Dichter, the Likud party Knesset member who sponsored the bill,
suggested it was meant as a response to Arabs – both Israeli citizens and
living in the West Bank – who believe that Israel would one day become a
binational state of all its people.

“We are enshrining this important bill into a law today to prevent even
the slightest thought, let alone attempt, to transform Israel to a country of
all its citizens,” he said.

In remarks to the Knesset, Dichter responded to members of the Joint
List, the Arab Israeli bloc in the parliament.

“When I listened attentively to the Joint List MKs, it was impossible to
miss their clear words: ‘We, the Arabs, will win, we are in our homeland,
we were here before you and we’ll be here after you.’ This Basic Law is the
clear-cut answer to those who think that and it is clear: You were not here
before us and you will not be here after us,” he said.

Jewish and democratic? Jewish or democratic?
The arguments on both sides get at an implicit tension that has hounded

Israel since its founding in 1948: The Jewish state, founded as such, wants
to privilege and shelter Jews and explicitly be a homeland for the Jewish
people while simultaneously maintaining a democracy that supports all of
its citizens – non-Jews included. Israel aimed to tolerate its minorities in a
way the world, including Europe and the Middle East, had not previously
tolerated Jews.

The tensions are seen in the Declaration of Independence.
Israel’s foundational text is fiercely ethnonationalistic, saying that the

recognition of Israel by the United Nations General Assembly “is irrevoca-
ble. This right is the natural right of the Jewish people to be masters of their
own fate, like all other nations, in their own sovereign State.”

At the same time, the declaration ensures “complete equality of social
and political rights to all its inhabitants irrespective of religion, race or
sex.”

Riding a wave of ethnic nationalism
Max Fisher of The New York Times insists that the bill puts Israel firmly

on the nationalist side of the equation, comparing countries like Hungary
that “have overtly embraced an old-style national identity, with leaders
championing the ethnic origins of the state, warning darkly of foreigners
and curtailing basic rights.”

Fisher also cites polling in Israel that suggests Jewish identity is winning
out over democracy.

“Those who say Israel should be Jewish first overwhelmingly belong to
the political right, which pushed through this week’s national self-determi-

nation law,” he wrote. “But even those who say democracy should prevail
express support for some caveats. In 2014, most Jews said that ‘crucial
national decisions’ – like, say, self-determination – should be left to the
Jewish majority.”

Words have meaning
Israel still remains a democracy, with Freedom House deeming the

Jewish state a fundamentally free “multiparty democracy with strong and
independent institutions that guarantee political rights and civil liberties for
most of the population,” referencing political moves against minorities.
There is a large Arab bloc in the Knesset, and a robust NGO culture of Jews
and Arabs that promotes a “shared society” for all Israelis.

And the nation-state bill won’t change that in a single stroke. Still, “the
law could eventually have far-reaching implications for Jewish-Arab rela-
tions within Israel and for Israeli-Palestinian relations,” wrote Dov
Waxman, professor of political science, international affairs and Israel
studies at Northwestern University.

Gila Gamliel, Israel’s minister for social equality, said July 23 on Israeli
TV that the nation-state law will act as a counterweight to a previous Basic
Law that enshrines human rights, freedom and dignity. That law, Gamliel
said, ensures Israel’s democratic character and this law will place the state’s
Jewish character on the same level.

As an example, Gamliel suggested that the nation-state law could give
greater legal force to Israeli government efforts to deport African asylum
seekers from Israel, presumably in order to safeguard Israel’s Jewish charac-
ter. Previous laws targeting asylum seekers have been struck down by Israel’s
Supreme Court on the basis of the Human Freedom and Dignity Law.

“The Human Freedom and Dignity Law in the State of Israel stands
alongside the nation-state law, intelligently and correctly,” Gamliel said.
“In that context, one of those things won’t come at the expense of the other.
The nation-state law is not meant to hurt any citizen of the State of Israel.”

But Waxman wrote that the law contains no “recognition of the presence
of a Palestinian-Arab minority in Israel.”

“On the contrary, the new law implicitly denies their very existence as an
indigenous national minority that also has a legitimate claim to national
self-determination, or at least collective rights. In doing so, the nation-state
law will only anger, and further alienate, Israel’s Arab citizens. The mes-
sage the law sends to them is unequivocal: This state is not yours and this
land does not belong to you.”

Amir Fuchs, an expert at the Israel Democracy Institute, told The New
York Times that even if the law is only declarative and won’t change any-
thing in the near future, “I am 100 percent sure it will worsen the feeling of
non-Jews and especially the Arab minority in Israel.”

Lucy Aharish, an Arab-Israeli newscaster who broadcasts in Hebrew,
offered a fiery monologue against the law on Monday, July 23.

“I feel like the state has been taken from me,” she said. “They’re taking
the state and excluding me from the community of Israelis that you so want
me to belong to. And it hurts me. It hurts me because you’ve excluded me.
You’ve excluded me and 20 percent of the population.”

Jewish? Democratic? Israel’s nation-state law raises 
questions over the country’s purpose

Akin to a constitutional amendment, the “basic law”
declares – much like the country’s Declaration of

Independence – that Israel is “the home of the Jewish
people.” Unlike the declaration, however, the Nation-

State Law asserts that Jerusalem is its capital, that
Hebrew is its only official language and that national
self-determination is “unique to the Jewish people.”
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Food/Community news

By JOSEFIN DOLSTEN
TEANECK, N.J. (JTA) – For many

Americans, no hamburger is complete without
cheese. Whether a slice of no-fuss American or
something fancier, the cheese melds the beef
patty with the bun into umami-laden perfection.

Until now, the cheeseburger was the stuff of
daydreams for Jews observing kosher dietary
laws that prohibit the mixing of meat and dairy.
Sure, there are vegetarian meat substitutes and
fake cheeses – made from ingredients such as
black beans and brown rice, cashew nuts and soy
– but the kosher cheeseburger remains a
chimera.

Now a new product is making the forbidden attainable. Well, almost.
The Impossible Burger is a meatless patty that has made waves for tast-

ing and looking just like the real thing. It even “bleeds” just like a juicy
burger thanks to heme, a protein that puts the hem- in hemoglobin.

In May, the Redwood City, California-based Impossible Foods
announced that the burger, which launched in 2016 and is only available at
restaurants, had been certified kosher. On Monday, it received another seal
of approval as the Food and Drug Administration certified it as safe to eat
after answering questions about the genetically engineered substance used
to produce plant-based heme.

As the burger debuted at a cafe in New Jersey earlier this month, the
patrons seemed impressed.

“It’s so good, it’s amazing,” Deena Ganz, 34, told JTA.
Ganz said she’s always been curious about what the non-kosher dish

tastes like.
“I would try all of the varieties because I want to know what all the dif-

ferent types of cheeses taste like [with it]. It lives up to the hype, it really
does,” she raved as she and her husband, Shmuli, 35, tried the Impossible
Burger for the first time at Shelly’s Cafe in Teaneck.

This reporter (who has been known to eat an occasional cheeseburger)
found the burger tasty and quite similar to the real thing. The meat was
juicy, though perhaps a bit softer than regular beef, and paired well with
cheese.

Noam Sokolow, who owns the kosher dairy restaurant with his wife,
Shelly, said he typically serves only dishes made from scratch. He was
willing to make an exception for the Impossible Burger.

“This gives us an opportunity to serve a kosher cheeseburger,” he said.
“We’ve had kosher veggie cheese burgers and other types of substitutes,
but the Impossible Burger is not just an ordinary veggie burger.”

Shelly’s Cafe has four variations of the burger on its menu – with Swiss,

cheddar, cheese fondue and a no-cheese
option.

The Orthodox Union, the largest kosher
certifying agency in the United States, was
“thrilled” to put its seal of approval on the
Impossible Burger, said Rabbi Menachem
Genack, CEO of the organization’s kosher
division.

Approving the burger took only two
months because many of its ingredients
already were certified kosher, said Rabbi
Yitchok Gutterman, who oversaw the
process.

Though the burger is 100 percent kosher, a cheeseburger could raise
questions of appearances. A Jewish legal concept known “marit ayin” (lit-
erally, “apperance to the eye”) bans certain otherwise kosher actions that
could appear to violate Jewish law. In the case of the Impossible Burger, an
onlooker could see an observant Jew eating what looks like a genuine
cheeseburger and assume that mixing meat and cheese is allowed.

But restaurants can deal with that by displaying a sign that says the burg-
er is not made from meat, Genack told JTA.

Still, some observant Jews may gag at the mere idea of eating a cheese-
burger, even if halachah, or Jewish law, says the non-meat option is OK.

“For people for whom kashrut and Jewish eating practices is a matter of
identity as opposed to halachah, this is ironically more of a challenge,” said
David Kraemer, a professor of Talmud and rabbinics at the Jewish
Theological Seminary who has written about the history of Jewish eating
and identity.

Ganz said she had no problem eating the burger with cheese because she
was aware it was not real meat.

“Intellectually I know that it’s OK, so I’m OK with it,” she said. “It’s not
weird, it’s just good.”

Shmuli Ganz said the unusual part was not having something that looked
like meat together with cheese but the fact of eating “a non-meat burger.”

“That was weird,” he said. “Having it with the cheese was not weird.”
At Shelly’s Cafe, the burger is selling well, Sokolow said. On the night it

was introduced, the burger sold around 50 units, which he called “an enor-
mous amount of any one item.” The least expensive of the Impossible
Burgers with cheese at Shelly’s goes for $22.95.

Gutterman, the rabbi who oversaw certifying the burger as kosher, said
he has been flooded with questions asking about it.

“It’s incredibly popular,” he said. “Everybody is buying it!”

A kosher cheeseburger is now possible. Well, almost.

The total of undesignated
grants amounted to
$1,391,053.

Interestingly, while the
annual report published the specific amount given in each “undesignated”
grant, for “designated” grants all that were published were the names of
the recipients.

We asked Tara Fainstein, the new CEO of the Foundation, whether there
was any particular reason that detailed information was given about
undesignated grants, but not about designated grants.

Tara replied: “I did a little research and discovered there is no reason and
we are looking to incorporate the information going forward. We are also
happy to provide the information to you.”

Once that information is made available to us, we will report on it. In the
meantime, here is some more detailed information about undesignated
grants:

The largest recipient of undesignated grants was Gray Academy:
$149,037.

There were 63 grants given in the undesignated category. In addition
there were four “special grants” to individuals for creative initiatives”;
eleven Womens’ Endowment Fund grants; and $3,000 in grants to students
in Gray Academy for their Youth in Philanthropy program.

Other highlights of the annual report were:
The number of new funds at the Foundation grew by 101, of which the

number of new funds over $1,000 grew by 58.
The number of new Bar/Bat Mitzvah funds grew by 25. A total of

$26,823 of Bar/Bat Mitzvah funds were distributed.
The Foundation awarded a total of 59 scholarships worth $138,396.
The Jewish Community Campership Fund grew to $748,916. $31,424

will be distributed to community camps in 2018.
There were 34 new Book of Life signers.
There were 11 Realized Bequests for a total of $1,202,213.

In her message in the Annual Report, Foundation CEO Fainstein noted
that two more Jewish organizations, Temple Shalom and Shalom
Residences Foundation, established Organizational Endowment Funds

with the Foundation in 2017. As a result they both qualified for matching
funds from the Foundation. 

As Fainstein noted, “by opening and growing endowment funds, these
organizations are investing now to ensure a reliable source of funding in
the future. There are now 24 Jewish organizations in the community that
have opened Organizational Endowment Funds.”

Further, there are now four Jewish organizations that are benefiting from
what is known as the “BERVIN Incentive Fund” (named for its founders,
Berdie and Irvin Cohen).

Under the terms of the BERVIN Fund, “when a participating Jewish
organization adds $720,000 to its new or existing organizational endow-
ment fund, it triggers a $108,000 incentive contribution from the BERVIN
Incentive Fund.

“Once an organization reaches the $1 million mark in new money, they
earn the right to withdraw from their endowment fund in the event of a
rainy day or special project…”

With the Shalom Residences Foundation having joined the list of orga-
nizations now benefiting from the BERVIN Fund, the total number of
organizations under the BERVIN umbrella has grown to four since the
fund was established in 2014. 

The others are: Bnai Brith Jewish Community Camp; Jewish Child and
Family Service; and Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education.

When one considers that the Jewish Federation will distribute $2,715,00
in allocations to member agencies of the Jewish Federation along with $1
Million in designated grants to Jewish organizations, with the Jewish
Foundation having distributed $4,545,739 in both designated and undes-
ignated grants (including some grants to non-Jewish organizations), it
seems fair to conclude that the financial health of the Jewish community
is excellent. 

I know that certain organizations may take issue with that assessment,
but for a community likely numbering no more than 13,000 (based on the
most recent available data), to have over $7 million distributed in one form
or another by the Federation and the Foundation translates into almost
$540 distributed per person in our community to Jewish organizations and
individual members of our community. That’s quite an impressive figure.

Jewish Foundation
Continued from page 1.
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Israel news/Opinion

(JTA) – It was an image
ripe for parody.

A group of exuberant,
slightly disheveled right-
wing Knesset members,
with a natty and grim-
faced Benjamin
Netanyahu at the center,
posed for a selfie taken by

a grinning Oren Hazan, a parliamentarian once cen-
sured for insulting female and Arab colleagues. The
photo was taken right after Israel’s government
passed the contentious nation-state law, which
declares that the right to exercise national self-deter-
mination in the State of Israel is unique to its Jews.

So Avi Katz parodied it. In his latest political car-
toon for The Jerusalem Report, an Israeli English-
language magazine distributed by The Jerusalem
Post, Katz depicted the subjects in the photo as pigs
and appended an iconic quote from George Orwell’s
“Animal Farm”: “All animals are equal. But some
are more equal than others.”

And then Katz got fired.
The cartoon apparently was a bridge too far for

The Jerusalem Report. The Jerusalem Post told
Haaretz that “Katz is a freelance cartoonist at The
Jerusalem Post, and based on editorial considera-
tions, it was decided not to continue the relationship
with him.”

Katz, an American immigrant to Israel, has been
contributing illustrations to the magazine since
1990.

Katz’s media colleagues are decrying the move. One Jerusalem Report
writer, essayist and short story fiction writer, Haim Watzman, resigned in

protest. A crowdfunding page launched
Wednesday in support of Katz had raised
more than $10,000 as of that night.

“Journalism, when done well, always
angers some readers, and it is the duty of the
newspaper or magazine’s editors and man-
agers to stand by writers and other members
of the staff when readers complain about the
analysis and opinions expressed by its staff,”
Watzman wrote Wednesday in an open resig-
nation letter to Jerusalem Report editor Steve
Linde. “This is all the more true in the case
of editorial cartoonists, whose very job is
satire – and a good satirist never pauses to
worry about angering the citizenry.”

The cartoon also came under heavy criti-
cism, mostly from the Israeli right, with com-
ments calling it anti-Semitic for its depiction
of Israeli Jewish leaders as pigs.

The pig imagery may be seen as decidedly
unkosher, but it is a direct reference to
Orwell’s allegory, in which a group of pigs
foment socialist revolution on their farm and
promise equality to all animals, only to
quickly declare themselves the privileged
species.

This isn’t the first time Katz has skewered
Netanyahu using classic literature. A previ-
ous cartoon mocking the prime minister’s
penchant for expensive cigars was captioned
by a Rudyard Kipling quote. Two others
have riffed off passages from “Alice in

Wonderland” by Lewis Carroll. In one, Netanyahu’s embattled wife, Sara,
is drawn as the villainous Queen of Hearts.

A political cartoon costs an Israeli artist his job

By
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By MYRON LOVE

If all you read or hear in the media is about repeated United Nations
condemnations of Israel for supposed “human rights violations” (the
rules of which never apply to any other country) or the efforts of the

BDS movement, one might get the impression that Israel is a beleaguered
hermit country shunned by all and sundry.

The most recent example is a motion before the Irish Parliament call-
ing for a boycott of products manufactured in the so-called “occupied ter-
ritories”. If passed, such a boycott may well hurt Ireland’s economy con-
siderably more than Israel’s. You see, American legislation mandates
sanctions on any companies participating in a boycott of Israel – and
American companies are among Ireland’s largest employers.

Nothing can be further from the truth that Israel is being isolated by
BDS activities and repeated UN condemnation. In fact, many countries
that vote against Israel – or abstain – at the UN, work with Israel both
economically and militarily, or benefit from Israeli aid and expertise 

As Shoshana Bryen, senior director at the Jewish Policy Centre, report-
ed in a piece on the Gatestone Institute website on July 18, Israel’s place
in the larger world is expanding, not shrinking.

“The nations of the world want to know what Israel knows and have
what Israel has, whether they have formal diplomatic relations with
Jerusalem or not,” Bryen noted..

She pointed out that Israel’s expansive sharing of water, solar and agri-
cultural technology is “legendary” - as is Israel’s emergency rapid
response team.

“But military co-operation underpins freedom of navigation in the air
and on the seas – the source of international prosperity through trade –
and secures people in their borders,” she wrote. “Security makes every-
thing else possible, and Israel is in the center of the universe of security
co-operation.” 

Among the many examples of the role Israel plays in the field of mili-
tary co-operation was the annual Blue Flag. Late last year, Bryen report-
ed, under the Blue Flag umbrella, Israel hosted the largest aerial training
exercise in its history. The exercise included 70 aircraft from around the
world, hundreds of pilots, and air-support team members. Participants
included the United States, France, Italy, Greece, Poland, Germany and

India. It was the first time French, German and Indian contingents trained
in Israel.

In March of this year, Bryen added, Israel was invited to participate in
the exercise “Iniohos” in Greece, along with air forces from the U.S., the
United Arab Emirates, Greece, Italy, the United Kingdom and Cyprus.

In 2016, Israel’s air force was part of the Red Flag exercise, along with
the United States, the United Arab Emirates and Pakistan (which has
never had diplomatic relations with Israel).

In June, Israeli paratroopers took part in their first combined European
ground exercise not held in Israel when they trained with Operation Swift
Response in Germany, Poland, Lithuania and Latvia. Thousands of sol-
diers from countries including Great Britain, the U.S., Spain, Italy,
Poland and Portugal participated in airborne exercises; personnel and
equipment drops; air-assault operations; force buildups; and civilian
evacuation operations. “The objective of the exercise is to improve the
ability for mutual cooperation between the participating armies,” noted
an IDF statement.

From late June to early August, Bryen continues, Israel is a participant
in RIMPAC– the Rim of the Pacific. RIMPAC includes Australia, Brunei,
Canada, Chile, Colombia, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Japan,
Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Peru, South Korea,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Tonga and the United Kingdom –
minus China, which was not invited.

This month, as the French Helicopter Carrier Dixmude docked in
Haifa, Bryen quotes French Ambassador to Israel Helene Le Gal as not-
ing that 11 French ships have docked in Israel this year – more than those
of any other country’s navy.

“I am proud that the Dixmude is in Haifa. It demonstrates the quality
of the cooperation between our countries and that there exists a strong
amount of trust,” Bryen quoted Le Gal as saying.. “We have practiced
joint drills in the past and we will continue to do so in the future.”

“Israel is an integral part of the world’s security system across the con-
tinents, from Europe to Asia to North America,” Bryen wrote. “In the
Pacific Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea, it has partnered with countries
alphabetized from Australia to Vietnam in exercises on land, at sea or in
the air. Not a single country pulled out of a single exercise because of the
presence of the Israel Defense Forces.”

Israel’s standing in the world highlights futility of 
UN condemnations, BDS efforts
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Community news

By MYRON LOVE

When internationally-known human
rights activist and pro-Israel pro-
ponent David Matas speaks about

“Israel, International Law & Peace” on
Sunday, September 9, as part of a sympo-
sium a the Fort Garry Hotel titled “Israel,
Palestine and International Law”, he is fully
expecting to be facing a hostile audience.

“I don’t mind addressing hostile audi-
ences,” he says. “I am used to facing dis-
agreement when I go to court for clients.”

While he says that he hasn’t looked close-
ly at the Symposium program, he observes
that it seems to be largely anti-Zionist pro-
paganda.

“I don’t expect to change the minds of people whose minds are made up,”
he says, “but perhaps there will be some people whose minds are still open
who may read reviews of the presentations.” It would seem to be a positive
that the symposium organizers are trying to inject a little balance in what
promises to be almost wall-to-wall Israel bashing.

The symposium’s sponsors - Independent Jewish Voices Canada,
Mennonite Church Manitoba Working Group on Palestine-Israel,
Palestinian Canadian Congress, Peace Alliance Winnipeg, United Jewish
People’s Order (Winnipeg) and the Winnipeg Centre Federal Green Party
Association – are all organizations known for their outright hostility to and
bias against Israel.

And the other speakers – some better known than others – are all anti-
Israel.

Take Dimitri Lascaris, for example. Formerly, the Green Party justice
critic, Lascaris was fired two years ago for publicly criticizing the leader of
the B.C. Green Party, Andrew Weaver, for the latter’s opposition to an anti-
Israel boycott motion to the Green Party’s Annual Convention that year-
which was introduced by Lascaris.

Further, Lascaris has referred to Israel’s Prime Minister, Benjamin
Netanyahu, as a fascist and called for Netanyahu to be barred from Canada.
In late June, Ontario’s top court dismissed his lawsuit against Bnai Brith for
libel.

Most recently, he put out a Tweet on July 20 accusing Israel of war
crimes for “shooting 1000s of unarmed protesters, including children,
medics & journalists” and “war criminal @Netanyahu will try bombing
#Gaza’s defenceless population into submission”.

Then there is Michael Lynk, Associate Professor of Law at the University
of Western Ontario, and the United Nation Human Rights Council’s current
“Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian
Territory”.

The Palestinians are the only group in the world for whom the UNHRC
considers the need for a “special Rapporteur” despite the many countries in
the world which commit gross violations of human rights. Some of those
countries are UNHRC members in good standing.

An article by Elliott Abrams commenting on Lynk’s appointment,
observed that “Lynk is a member of the advisory board of the
“Canadian–Palestinian Education Exchange” (CEPAL), which promotes
the “Annual Israeli Apartheid Week.” Three days after 9/11, he blamed the
attacks on “global inequalities” and “disregard by Western nations for the
international rule of law.” He signed a 2009 statement condemning Israel
for alleged “war crimes” in Gaza. At the Group of 78’s annual policy con-

ference in 2009, he said, as summarized
in the group’s report, that he “used to
think the critical date in the
Palestinian–Israeli conflict was 1967, the
start of the occupation.” Now he thinks that “the solution to the problem
must go back to 1948, the date of partition and the start of ethnic cleans-
ing.” In other words, Israel should not exist and its mere existence is a har-
binger of ethnic cleansing and other crimes. 

The other three presenters may be less well known but also have bonafide
anti-Israel credentials. Virginia Tilley is a Professor of Political Science at
Southern Illinois University. She co-authored Israeli Practices towards the
Palestinian People and the Question of Apartheid, together with Richard
Falk (UN Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia, 2017). She
is the author of The One-State Solution (University of Michigan Press) and
editor of Beyond Occupation: Apartheid, Colonialism and International
Law in the Occupied Palestinian Territories (Pluto Press, 2012).

Enough said.
Suha Jarrar is identified as “a Palestinian human rights researcher and

advocate, and currently the Environmental and Gender Policy Researcher
at the Al-Haq human rights organization in Ramallah, Palestine. She has a
Bachelor of Arts degree in environmental and gender studies from Trent
University in Canada, and a Master of Science in Climate Change Science
and Policy from the University of Sussex.

Ardi Imseis recently joined the Faculty of Law at Queen’s University,
following a 12-year career with the United Nations. His doctoral studies at
Cambridge University focus on the UN and the question of Palestine.

As to the topics, there is naturally that old canard about Israel and
apartheid, the question of the illusory Palestinian “Right of Return” –
which doesn’t apply to any other refugees anywhere in the world and sub-
jects related to international law and international human rights. 

I would like to know why there aren’t similar symposia on Russia which,
is recent years has occupied parts of Georgia and Ukraine, and whose
bombs have killed tens of thousands of defenseless Syrians over the past
couple of years - or the government of Syria - or China, which has occu-
pied Tibet for decades and imported hundreds of thousands of Chinese set-
tlers into Tibet? Or the Morrocan occupation of the former Spanish Sahara?
Or the Turkish occupation of northern Cyprus and, more recently, parts of
Syria?

The United Nations seems to apply “international law” only to Israel – or
is it that there are “international laws” that apply to Israel and others that
apply to everyone else?

Symposium on “Israel, International Law & Peace”
to take place September at Ft. Garry Hotel

(JTA) – Austria’s vice chancellor has called for a ban on ritual slaugh-
ter in the country, including Jewish shechitah.

Heinz-Christian Strache, the nation’s interior minister and head of the
far-right Freedom Party, in a Facebook post Monday said animals should
be stunned before slaughter, which is prohibited for both Jewish kosher
and Muslim halal meat.

“Slaughter is in many cases contrary to animal rights,” he wrote.
“Slaughter should generally be prohibited without prior stunning. As in
other EU countries, too. And animals are not a thing either, but protected
creatures that cannot be tortured.”

The post included a link to an article in German that listed several
European Union states that have made ritual slaughter illegal in recent
years, including Denmark, Poland, Switzerland and the Netherlands.

He included in a comment below his post: “There are still some
improvements that can be made in animal welfare. This is an issue I want
to push ahead.”

Comments on the post took shots at Judaism and Islam for not allowing
stunning.

“We should give people with faith the signal that there are limits in our

culture,” one commenter said.
“We are no longer in the Stone Age where we believe in such bullshit,”

another said.
And another: “Animals must be valued higher than religious sensitivi-

ties. There is no human right to meat.”
In 2016, the Freedom Party relaunched efforts to ban ritual slaughter in

Austria.
Last week, Freedom Party lawmaker Gottfried Waldhäusl, the Cabinet

minister in the state government of Lower Austria in charge of animal wel-
fare as well as other portfolios, suggested a plan to limit access to kosher
meat, conditioning its sale on permits that would be issued individually to
observant Jews.

Jewish and Muslim religious laws require animals be conscious when
their throats are cut for the meat to be kosher or halal, respectively.
Judaism imposes stricter limitations on how animals should be slaughtered
to ensure a swift dispatching. Critics of the production of kosher and halal
meat say it is cruel, though advocates of the practices argue they cause less
suffering overall because they are designed to be as painless as possible
and cannot be fully mechanized.
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Israel news

By BEN SALES
(JTA) – As he waited to be interrogated by the

Israel Police for conducting a non-Orthodox wed-
ding, Rabbi Dov Haiyun began a Facebook post with
three words: “Iran is here.”

Haiyun awoke at 5:30 a.m. Thursday at his home in
Haifa to a knock on the door from two police officers
who detained him, put him in the back of a van and
sought to question him. His crime? Conducting a
Jewish wedding outside the auspices of Israel’s hare-
di Orthodox Chief Rabbinate.

The rabbi was released, sans questions, after a cou-
ple hours – he had to head to the Israeli president’s
residence for an event celebrating Jewish pluralism.

Israel’s attorney general has since ordered police to
stop investigating Haiyun, a Conservative rabbi in his
northern city. But news of the incident, which has
spread quickly across Israel and to Jews worldwide,
has highlighted an obscure law threatening non-
Orthodox rabbis with arrest. And it has ignited a wave
of protest in Israel and abroad against the Orthodox
monopoly over Jewish practice there.

“I feel disappointed in my state that this is what’s
happening in my country,” Haiyun told JTA on
Friday. “The only country that discriminates between
Jews in the entire Western world is Israel. In the
United States, I can perform weddings and they rec-
ognize me.

“The police don’t catch criminals this quickly,” he added later.
The law that landed Haiyun in a police van outlaws any traditional Jewish

marriage performed outside the authority of the Chief Rabbinate, the state-
sanctioned body dominated by haredi Orthodox rabbis that controls all rec-
ognized Jewish marriage, divorce, burial and conversion in Israel.
Weddings performed in Israel outside its purview – including all
Conservative and Reform marriages – are not recognized by the state.

According to the law, rabbis that perform any non-sanctioned weddings
in Israel could also be subject to prosecution – so can the bride and groom.
When the measure was passed in 2013, a Chief Rabbinate spokesman told
JTA that non-Orthodox weddings would only run afoul of the law if they
were performed using traditional Jewish rites. Haiyun uses a traditional
Jewish ceremony in his weddings, so a religious court in Haifa invoked the
law and ordered the police to interrogate him.

(Earlier reports that one of the partners in the marriage was a “mamzer”
– an individual who was born out of a woman’s extramarital affair and
whose ability to marry within Jewish law is highly restricted – appear to be
inaccurate.)

Before this week, the law was never enforced. So though secular Israelis
have long chafed at their inability to marry whomever they wanted or how
they wanted, the law had not become a centerpiece of protests against the
Chief Rabbinate. Campaigns have focused more on instituting civil mar-
riage in Israel or on increased rights for LGBT Israelis.

Some Israelis have also protested the Chief Rabbinate by declining its
wedding services. Israel does recognize any legal wedding ceremony per-
formed abroad, so some Israelis are legally married in a nearby country –
say, Cyprus – and then have an unrecognized ceremony in Israel. Some sec-
ular Israelis forgo marriage altogether and live in domestic partnership.
That Israeli Jews have the right to marry however they want only outside
their own country is a frequently noted irony.

A majority of Israelis are interested in weddings outside the Chief
Rabbinate’s auspices, according to a 2017 poll by Hiddush, an Israeli orga-
nization that advocates for religious pluralism. Hiddush also reports that
the number of Israelis registering for marriage with the Chief Rabbinate is
dropping. Polls show that a large majority of Israelis oppose the Chief
Rabbinate’s control over marriage.

Alternative weddings have become so widespread that Israel’s own
Foreign Ministry posted a Facebook video last month advertising them.
Against an upbeat soundtrack, the video claims ironically that if you get
married in Israel, you can “make it your own style.”

But Haiyun’s experience shows that the wrong kind of Jewish practice
can still lead to a morning in the police station. His detainment – and his
Facebook post comparing it to Iran’s Islamic theocracy – has led to a street
protest. Israelis have also begun an online campaign overlaying their
Facebook photos with the message “I also got married outside the rab-
binate.”

The incident has prompted vociferous protest from Jews outside Israel,
including an angry statement signed by 14 Conservative Jewish groups.
The Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, an
umbrella group rarely given to criticizing Israel, issued a statement urging
an investigation of Haiyun’s early morning detention (although without

criticizing the law itself).
UJA-Federation of New York, the country’s

largest and most powerful Jewish federation, called
Haiyun’s detention “dramatically inconsistent with
Israel’s promise as the home of the entire Jewish
people.”

Even the American Federation of Teachers felt
compelled to weigh in. The president of the union,
Randi Weingarten, who is married to a rabbi, con-
demned Haiyun’s detention as one of a series of
“anti-democratic and nativist actions” in Israel.

Weingarten’s statement also refers to other devel-
opments this week that together with the Haiyun
incident were the heat, oxygen and fuel of a fiery
argument between Israel’s right-wing government
and the largely liberal Diaspora.

The day before, Israel’s Knesset passed the so-
called Nation-State Law, which officially defines
Israel as a Jewish state and has prompted fears in
the Diaspora that disrespect for religious pluralism
in Israel will be enshrined in law.

Also Wednesday, the Knesset passed a law deny-
ing same-sex male couples the right to have a child
via a surrogate in Israel.

“I believe in Zionism and believe in its vision,
and what concerns me is how far away from that
vision the country, under its current government, is
headed,” Rabbi Steven Wernick, CEO of the

United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism, told JTA, though he did not
explicitly refer to the laws passed Wednesday. “But governments don’t last
forever.”

Haiyun says he isn’t worried that this will deter other couples from seek-
ing non-Orthodox weddings. In the day-and-a-half since he was detained,
he’s received a number of requests to perform weddings. He knows of other
couples who have sent their names into local police stations confessing to
their non-Chief Rabbinate weddings.

“I only benefited from this and the Conservative movement only benefit-
ed from the publicity,” he told JTA. “Finally, it’s time for the State of Israel
to deal with this issue and solve it.”

Israel detained a rabbi for performing a wedding – 
and people are angry about it

RABBI DOV HAIYUN
“I feel disappointed in my state that
this is what’s happening in my coun-
try. The only country that discrimi-
nates between Jews in the entire
Western world is Israel.”

UK anti-Semitic incidents dip slightly since 2017

(JTA) – British Jewry’s main watchdog on anti-Semitism recorded 727
hate incidents in the first half of 2018, the second-highest six-month total
on record.

The report by the Community Security Trust, or CST, for this year’s
first six months constitutes an 8 percent drop from the corresponding
period last year, CST said in the document published Thursday.

In the first half of 2017, CST recorded 786 incidents, constituting the
highest total CST has ever recorded during any six months since the orga-
nization began monitoring incidents in 1984. During that entire year, a
total of 1,414 anti-Semitic incidents were recorded – the highest tally so
far.

British media have devoted unprecedented attention to anti-Semitism
since 2015, following the election of Jeremy Corbyn to lead the Labour
party. A hard left-wing politician, he has called Hezbollah and Hamas his
friends and has defended an anti-Semitic mural in 2013, among other
scandals involving his party’s policies on anti-Semitism.

The previous leader of the Board of Deputies of British Jews accused
Corbyn of having “views that are anti-Semitic” and the current leader has
said Corbyn’s party is trying to whitewash its anti-Semitism problem, for
which the board holds Corbyn partly responsible. Corbyn has vowed to
kick out any Labour member caught making anti-Semitic statements.

However, the issue of anti-Semitism in the Labour party appeared
explicitly in only 34 incidents in the first six months of 2018, CST said.

During that period, CST documented 59 physical anti-Semitic assaults.
This figure is 26 percent lower than the 80 assaults recorded in the first
half of 2017.

One assault incident occurred in Sussex, where an 11-year-old elemen-
tary school student was abused by fellow pupils in his year and the year
above, in and near school, on a number of occasions. Verbal abuse of the
victim included statements such as “death to all Jews”, “Hitler was the
f**king greatest” and “burn all Jews.”

There were 43 incidents of damage and desecration of Jewish property
recorded by CST in the first six months of 2018, a 20 percent drop from
the 54 incidents of this type recorded in the first half of 2017.
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Entertainment

By GABE FRIEDMAN
(JTA) – Most artists would see playing one concert at New York’s

Madison Square Garden as a crowning achievement. Billy Joel has now
done it 100 times.

Before and after his landmark show last week at the “World’s Most
Famous Arena,” the native Long Islander gave a series of interviews about
his legacy. In one with CBS News, he was asked about the most memorable
moments during his incredible – and likely all-time record-breaking –
MSG run.

After mentioning the nights that involved his daughter Della onstage,
Joel brought up the concert during which he wore a yellow Star of David.
Joel pinned the star to his jacket during the encore of a Garden show last
August, shortly after white supremacists and neo-Nazis led a deadly march
in Charlottesville, Virginia.

“This past year or so, there was the night I wore the Star of David, after
the Charlottesville incident,” he said.

Although Joel is usually described as atheist or secular, his father was a
German-born Jew who recalled the rise of Hitler and lost relatives in the
Holocaust. CBS interviewer Anthony Mason pointed out that Joel usually
avoids taking political stands.

On the weekend of the rally, President Donald Trump said “both sides”
were to blame for the violence that occurred – and that were some “very
fine people” among the far-right marchers as well as their opponents. That
struck a dark chord with the songwriter.

“I had to do something that night,” Joel responded. “The president said
[after the Charlottesville rally], you know, ‘There’s some good people on
that side …’ No, Nazis aren’t good people.

“It really enraged me, actually,” he continued. “My old man, his family
got wiped out. They were slaughtered in Auschwitz. Him and his parents
were able to get out. But then he was in the U.S. Army during the war and
fought with Patton and was shot at by Nazis. … My family suffered. And I
think I actually have a right to do that.”

While many found the act courageous, it prompted some criticism.
But the singer also started a trend. Soon after, TV star Nev Schulman and

musician and producer Jack Antonoff (both outwardly Jewish) both wore
Jewish stars at the MTV Video Music Awards – Schulman wore one pinned
to his suit jacket, and Antonoff wore one in necklace form. Lena Dunham,
Antonoff’s girlfriend at the time, said he ordered the necklace after feeling
like Nazis had become a “mainstream thing again.”

Billy Joel says the night he wore a Star of David 
was one of his most memorable concerts

BILLY JOEL
“I had to do something that night. The president said [after the
Charlottesville rally], you know, ‘There’s some good people on that
side …’ No, Nazis aren’t good people.”

How the cast of a new ‘Fiddler’ learned their Yiddish in only a month
By JOSEFIN DOLSTEN

NEW YORK (JTA) – The National Yiddish Theatre Folksbiene’s new
production of “Fiddler on the Roof” enacts a familiar story in an unfa-
miliar language. The actors sing about joy and hardship, and argue about
the importance of tradition, in the language their characters would have
spoken in the Old Country.

But before rehearsals started in June, the majority of them had no expe-
rience with the language. Of the 26 cast members, only three spoke
Yiddish fluently. Another nine had some experience with the mama
loshen, but everyone had just a month to memorize the entire script.

The result is extraordinary, giving audience members a new experience
and new understanding of one of Broadway’s best-loved musicals. (For
those who don’t speak Yiddish, there are supertitles in English and
Russian.)

This production of “Fiddler on the Roof” – or “Fidler Afn Dakh” –
marks the first time the musical is being performed in Yiddish in the
United States, and only the second time in its history (a Yiddish version
ran for about four weeks in Israel in 1965), according to the New York-
based theater company.

“Fiddler on the Roof,” which premiered in 1964, is based on “Tevye
and His Daughters,” a series of stories by the Yiddish writer Sholem
Aleichem. Created by Jerry Bock, Sheldon Harnick and Joseph Stein, the
musical tells the story of a poor dairy farmer living in the Russian town
of Anatevka at the start of the 20th century as he grapples with tradition
and the ways his daughters choose to defy it.

As part of the auditions for Folksbiene’s production, actors had to prove
that they would be able to learn Yiddish quickly. Those called in for audi-
tions were given 24 hours to memorize a recording of a song in the lan-
guage. From the 2,500 applications, 26 actors were chosen for the pro-
duction.

Once the cast was chosen, each member received a recording of his or
her lines and songs in Yiddish in addition to private language coaching.

“It was very tedious, and it continues every day,” Zalmen Mlotek,
Folksbiene’s artistic director, told JTA. “We give little notes here and
there because while they know what they’re saying, of course sometimes
the accent isn’t quite right.”

Members of the cast include Emmy Award nominee Jackie Hoffman
playing the matchmaker Yente and Broadway actors Steven Skybell as
the long-suffering Tevye and Mary Illes as his wife, Golde. Award-win-
ning director and actor Joel Grey directs the production, which runs
through Sept. 2 at the Museum of Jewish Heritage in downtown
Manhattan.

The team used a translation by Shraga Friedman, the actor and director

who translated the script for and co-directed the Israeli production.
Performing the show in Yiddish hearkens back to Sholem Aleichem’s
original stories, said Folksbiene CEO Christopher Massimine. But it does
much more.

Perhaps the biggest difference, according to Massimine, is that the
word “tradition” has been replaced by “Torah.” Though a Yiddish word
for tradition is used in the iconic song “Tradition,” Torah is used else-
where. That raises the stakes for characters like Tevye, for whom Torah
is not mere custom but represents the ultimate authority: God’s law.

“A tradition can start one way and end up another way,” Massimine told
JTA. “You can argue with the tradition because it’s not something that is
set in stone – but law is.”

Folksbiene, the world’s oldest continuously operating Yiddish theater,
was able to acquire Friedman’s director’s notes, which helped shed light
on his translation and how the changes sometimes shift the play’s mean-
ing.

One such instance is at the end of the play, when the Russian govern-
ment orders Jews to leave Anatevka. While Tevye, his wife and two of his
daughters head to America, another daughter, Tsaytl, and her husband say
they are leaving not for Poland, as in the original production, but specif-
ically the city of Warsaw.

To a modern audience the mention of the city, which was home to the
largest Jewish ghetto in Europe during World War II, is likely to bring
memories of the Holocaust.

“That being said in Yiddish, it brings it all full circle,” Massimine said.
Friedman made other choices to preserve the rhyme scheme: “If I Were

a Rich Man” becomes “Ven Ikh Bin a Rothschild” (If I were a
Rothschild), which is also the name of another story by Sholem
Aleichem.

With a $750,000 budget, the show is Folksbiene’s largest and most
expensive production. Massimine says the show has already earned back
its production costs in ticket sales.

Regarding the supertitles, Mlotek said, “We have a significant amount
of Russian-speaking Jews whose English isn’t the best, so there’s a pop-
ulation that we wanted to serve.” He said he wanted to add additional lan-
guages but the technology did not allow for it.

In addition to showing Tevye and his family speaking in what would
have been their historic language, the production makes a point about
Yiddish and its state today.

“It’s also a portrait of the initial decline of Yiddish and why that hap-
pened,” Massimine said, “and why it’s important that we treasure this
language and this culture.”
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Joanne Seiff

During the summer, I put
up a lot of jams, pickles,
and chutneys. I’m more

than willing to spend one morn-
ing a week with my canner and a
lot of boiling water to do this. It
results in a year’s worth of ‘fast
food’ lining the shelves of my
basement canning closet. I also

use the dehydrator to make apple chips and fruit leather.
My freezer has bags of frozen produce, too. Come
February, I can taste summer in the applesauce, strawberry
or Nanking cherry jam I fetch from the basement.

Sometimes, the process goes smoothly and I’ve put up
nine cups of jam in an hour and a half. If I start early in the
day, it’s not too hot, either. On a hot day, when I can’t get
to it until later? Well, I don’t need to go to a spa sauna or
sweat lodge to have a cleansing experience!

Doing this connects me to my elders. My maternal great-
grandmother put up food from her large garden. Her farm-
house had a cool room in the basement, made out of cinder
blocks, and lined with shelves for her homemade canned
goods. She fed more than a dozen family members through
the lean 1930s this way, along with running her chicken
farm business.

My husband’s grandmother joined other young mothers in the New York
Catskills during hot summers. The children went out to pick berries. The
moms worked together, making many jars of jams, evenly divided among
the families who helped.

While grocery stores stock this and it’s easy to buy, I know exactly what’s
in the jam I’ve made. It’s much less expensive and healthier to make at
home…and the sauna session is free!

What’s this got to do with Jewish topics? Well, aside from participating
in a well-respected Baleboste (Jewish household manager) tradition,
there’s something more to it. We let a lot of food go to waste all over
Winnipeg every year. Look around. If you live in an established neigh-
bourhood like River Heights or in the North End, I bet you can spot cher-
ry bushes, apple, crab-apple and maybe even the odd plum or apricot trees.
We’ve got food growing – even in yards without vegetable gardens.

If you live in an apartment, you might go to a ‘U-Pick” farm on a week-
end or to a community garden patch. If you’re not up for picking fruit, what
about when the grocery store has a huge sale? That fresh fruit goes to waste
if someone doesn’t use it.

If you don’t have the time or the ability to grow produce yourself, con-
sider participating in something like Fruit Share. http://www.fruitshare.ca/
This organization matches up people with fruit trees and those who can
help pick the fruit. The deal is that some of the fruit always goes to the hun-

gry, as well as to the owner and the per-
son picking. There are a lot of Jewish
texts that deal with harvest, feeding the
hungry, and gleaning for those who
have less than we do.

For me, canning enables me to do
something about food waste, helping
others and feeding the hungry. My kids
and I love picking the cherries and
apples in our neighbourhood or going
out to strawberry fields. We spend very
little on this produce, but it feeds us for
a lot of the year. We also give jam and
pickles to friends, to people we know
who are sick, and for presents. 

Beyond this though, the cost savings
in producing this food by myself means
our household may have a little extra to
spend when I go to the grocery store. I
make a habit out of buying tuna fish or
peanut butter, staples that can go right
into a Winnipeg Harvest bin on the way
out of the store. Doing this matters a lot.
Why?

I have friends - here and elsewhere -
who rely on the food bank. I give them jam and pickles too, of course, but
I cannot fix this problem on my own. Instead, we can each make an effort
towards bigger change. As Rabbi Tarfon teaches, “You aren’t expected to
complete the task, but neither are you free to avoid it.”

While I cut up fruit and can with boiling water, I listen to audio books or
think about what I read. About a year ago, I read a biography on Abraham
Joshua Heschel. This year, I’m listening to his contemporary and col-
league...a new audio book of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s writing called The
Radical King. Both of these great leaders talked at length about poverty as
a moral issue. We could study a lot of religious texts, Jewish and non-
Jewish, to address this issue, and that study would be important.

However, Jewish tradition teaches us that we study in order to ‘act’ - we
are meant to do something about what we study. Of course, there are many
ways we can “act” to help the hungry and less fortunate in our community.
I often choose to pick unwanted fruit in my neighbourhood and the canner
‘sauna’ ,but there are so many other ways to help. What will you choose?

Joanne Seiff has written for CBC-Manitoba as well as Jewish publica-
tions like this one. She’s the author of three books, including one about the
Winnipeg Jewish Community - From the Outside In: Jewish Post Columns
2015-2016. This book’s available at McNally-Robinson and online at
Amazon in hard copy and digital download. Read more on her blog:
www.joanneseiff.blogspot.com

Skip the sauna. Try canning.
By

JOANNE SEIFF

Sometimes, the process goes
smoothly and I’ve put up nine
cups of jam in an hour and a
half. If I start early in the day,
it’s not too hot, either. On a hot
day, when I can’t get to it until

later? Well, I don’t need to go to
a spa sauna or sweat lodge to
have a cleansing experience!



Idon’t know how many
of my readership back
on November of 2010

had the privilege of
attending the “Park,” a
one-time movie theater on
Osborne St. to view the
Winnipeg premiere of the
film “Jews and Baseball,
an American Love Story.” 

The occasion on that relatively cold evening was
a fund-raising flick in support of’ G.R.O.W.
(Gaining Resources Our Way), a non-denomina-
tional program of the Rady JCC to help promote
greater independence and self-reliance for young
adults with special needs. 

The organizers didn’t miss a trick. Upon entering
the theater you were welcomed by the likes of
Susan Micflikier, the fundraising chair, committee member Faith Kaplan,
plus the evening’s bill of fare consisting naturally, of hotdogs, fries, cold
drinks and popcorn - as I best recall. Not to mention the many volunteers
who provided necessary service and support. 

The movie was directed and produced by award-winning filmmaker
PETER MILLER and co-produced by WILL HECHTER. The baseball
documentary was narrated by that wonderful actor Dustin Hoffman plus
well known sports media types/fans such as Ira Berkow, Marty
Abramowitz, a few baseball-loving rabbis, movie director Ron Howard,
and the legendary Larry King. 

Jewish baseball players who shared their reminiscences and/ or were
mentioned were “Sandy Koufax, Hank Greenberg, Moe Berg, Sid Gordon,
Ken Holtzman, Ron Blomberg, Shawn Green, Al Rosen Ryan Braun,
Kevin Youkilis, Saul Rogovin, Barry Latman, and the Sherry brothers. 

Why has yours truly once again taken his not-uncommon trip down mem-
ory lane? Well, notice the aforementioned name of a former Winnipegger,
Will Hechter, who played a key role in the creation of this gem of a film.
Much to my surprise and out of the blue in mid-July, I received a commu-
nication from the co-producer and for several days following, we became
pen pals and gleefully exchanged emails with both of us in agreement that
we should stay in touch. 

Allow me to share some of our conversations. Many of you will recog-
nize him and his well-known extended family: “Dear Harvey, I am a for-
mer Winnipegger (still one at heart) and always enjoy your column in the
Jewish Post. Seeing your love of baseball , just wondering if you ever saw
my film ‘Jews and Baseball, an American Love Story. If not, I would be
pleased to send you the DVD.” 

Response: “How nice to hear from you! I once attended a fund raiser at
the Park theater on Osborne St. and enjoyed it thoroughly. It drew loud
applause from a large, appreciative audience as I recall.” 

At that juncture, having the need to know more about his background, I
responded with a series of questions and will share Will’s answers with
you: “I grew up on Niagara St. (1947-58) and then moved to Oak St. I stud-
ied law at the University of Manitoba, articled with A G Department in
Criminal Law and left Winnipeg in 1973; then moved to Boston for further
law and then to Toronto in 1976 where I have lived since. Fourteen years
ago I built a home in Clear Lake (where I am now) and come every sum-
mer with my wife from Minneapolis and the kids and grandchildren. 

“In the 50s our family came
every year, along with my
grandparents Max and Bessie
Guberman, uncles, aunts and
seven cousins. In fact there
were literally 100s of Jewish
families here in the 50s. Our
family started the Pancake
House in Winnipeg, which is
now in its 60th year. As for
other relatives in Winnipeg,
Ted Hechter is a wonderful
cousin on my father’s side. 

“My late mother was a
Guberman and once lived on
Aberdeen Ave, but mostly on
Machray. Of course, she was a
St. John’s grad. As for sports, I
always loved the Yankees and
Winnipeg Goldeyes. Now I’m
very much into tennis.”

As for the offer of a copy of the gem of a baseball film Hechter offered,
I took him up on it and it’s on the way. Small world isn’t it? 
Post Patter: 

Will also vaguely recalled a Danny Krindle, who lived on Niagara St. and
went into law ahead of him. There was also a Greenberg. (The latter may
have been David or Barry Greenberg from Portage, two first-class gentle-
men who also starred in the sport of curling). Danny, now deceased, went
on to become a big-time lawyer in Hollywood, California and was the son
of Sophie and Sam. Being originally from Portage I knew them all. 

The writer, a Jewish Winnipegger, is a former school teacher, and covers
football and hockey for Canadian Press and Broadcast News. 

Keep in touch with Sporting Touch. Send news about Jewish sports to
Harvey Rosen, 360 Scotia Street, Winnipeg, Man., R2V 1W7, e-mail:
harv360@shaw.ca 

The great American pastime; a timeless sport  
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THE SPORTING TOUCH

By

HARVEY ROSEN

HANK GREENBERG 

SANDY KOUFAX also a
legendary major league
baseball player. 

Man who said he knew neighbors were Jewish by ‘way they
spoke’ sentenced to jail for painting swastika on their home

(JTA) – A man who painted a swastika on a New York family’s home
was sentenced to six months in jail and five years’ probation.

James Rizzo Jr., who was 37 at the time of his arrest in October, told
police at the time that he knew the Staten Island family was Jewish
“because of the way they spoke.” He misspelled a Jewish slur on the
garage.

Rizzo, who served the jail time while awaiting trial, pleaded guilty last
month in State Supreme court to third-degree criminal mischief as a hate
crime, the Staten Island Advance reported.

He was seen on surveillance camera footage vandalizing the white door
with black paint of a house located down the street from where he lived.

Debra Calabrese, who at the time of the incident had lived in the house
for 14 years with her husband and is not Jewish, originally told the local
media that she did not plan to paint over the graffiti because she wanted
people to see it, despite being urged by police to cover it up once their
investigation was completed.

Following Rizzo’s arrest, a clean-up team arrived at the home to power
wash and repaint the garage door at the behest of local City Council mem-
bers.
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OBITUARIES
Obituaries, Unveilings and In Memoriams, $8 per
column inch. Extra charge for photo $15.
Please e-mail obituaries to jewishp@mymts.net

LOUIS COGAN
On Monday, July 16,

2018, Louis Cogan passed
away peacefully in his
home at the age of 83 sur-
rounded by his family. Pre-
deceased by his parents
David and Bertha Cogan,
he is survived by his wife
of 57 years Marcia (nee
Katz), his children Susan
(Yair Shachar-Hill), Karen
(Neil Grahn), Joel (Jessica

Cogan) and his grandchildren, David, Essie, Sydney,
Becca, Rachel, Lauren, and Benjamin; brother Harvey
Cogan (Nessie), sister Leya Tapper (Bernie), sister-in-
law Adrienne Katz and many nieces and nephews.

Lou was born March 18, 1935 in Winnipeg, Mani-
toba and grew up in Thunder Bay, Ontario, in what was
then Fort William. He worked in a grocery store at the
age of 15 and at 17 worked night shift at the Abitibi
Paper Mill in Port Arthur. On Saturdays he worked up
to 14 hours a day at Safeway as a bagger. As a young
man, he worked as a door-to-door salesman with his
brother Harvey selling Fuller Brushes to save money
for university.

He moved to Toronto to attend Dental School at the
University of Toronto where he was an honour student
and lived at the Alpha Omega Jewish Fraternity House.
After graduating from Dentistry, he moved to Winni-
peg in the fall of 1958, practicing for a short time in
Emerson Manitoba. He then spent nearly 40 years
running highly successful dental practices in Windsor
Park and on Marion Street in Winnipeg. Over the years
he was actively involved as a member of the Manitoba
Dental Society, the Winnipeg Dental Society and the
Alpha Omega Fraternity serving as president and as
regent. He retired from dental practice in 1996 and
focused on real estate and business endeavours.

Lou lived life to the fullest and enjoyed playing
tennis and golf with friends at Glendale Country Club
and schmoozing at The Asper Campus. He loved
travel, fishing trips, spending time in Scottsdale, hockey
games, listening to music of all kinds, and spending
good times with family and dear friends.

The seeds of Jewish community involvement were
planted in Young Judea and later he served as the
President of the local chapter of Technion. An active
participating member of the Shaarey Zedek Syna-
gogue, he was a Zionist and a strong supporter of the
State of Israel visiting many times with his wife Marcia
and taking his beloved father on two special occasions.
He was dedicated to canvassing for Jewish causes and
Israel and gave generously to both the Jewish commu-
nity and the community at large. On September 28,
2004 he ensured his legacy would continue in perpetu-
ity becoming a signer in the Endowment Book of Life
for the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba.

Family was everything to Lou and his love was
returned in full measure. He was grateful to celebrate
all his grandchildren’s B’nai Mitzvot and it was a
lifetime highlight for him to celebrate his own second
Bar Mitzvah at the age of 83.

The family gratefully appreciates the loving support
of Heather Tapper, Hart Poskar, Lara London, and
Rhiannon Boyko, and wishes to thank the many profes-
sionals who supported Lou through all his medical
challenges including Chuck and Glenn from Meyers
Drugs, the Heart Failure Clinic, Drs. Marvin Slutchuk,
Pamela Katz, Grant Goldberg, Mark Clarke, Paul
Komenda, Mel Bottner, and the Palliative Care Team.
We are grateful for his kind and dedicated caregivers
Rose Ruperto, Lynn Carmichael, Cherry May Pellegrino
and Chris Ruedas. Most especially, Lou relied on his
nighttime caregiver Elvin Pellegrino, who went above
and beyond to support Lou in every way possible.

Funeral services were held at the Shaarey Zedek
Synagogue on Wednesday, July 18, 2018 at 2 pm.
Pallbearers were Joel Cogan, Neil Grahn, Danny Ham-
burg, Hart Poskar, Yair Shachar-Hill and Norman
Shore. Honourary Pallbearers were Zivie Chudnow,
Jeff Koplovitch, David Shachar-Hill, Frank Short and
Bernie Tapper.

Lou’s life was a life well lived. He will forever be
missed and will always be remembered with love.

In lieu of flowers, donations in honour of Lou can be
made to the The Louis and Marcia Cogan Family Trust
Fund through the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba
(204)477-7520.

TOBY SHECTER (Gaber)
Toby Shecter (Gaber)

passed away peacefully on
July 4, 2018 at the age of
82 in Parksville, BC.

She was brought back to
her final resting place in
Toronto, Ontario to be
close to her husband, chil-
dren and grandchildren.

Toby suffered for the past
5 months with Leukemia
and passed away peace-
fully.

Her husband Harry
Shecter, son Barry Shecter
from Jerusalem, Deborah

Tepper and Cindy Bogach both from Toronto were by
her side until the end.

Toby will be sadly missed by her grandchildren,
Sarah Bogach, Max Tepper and Adam Bogach.

Toby will also be missed by her sisters Cookie
Shapera and brother Brian Gaber from Wpg and Anita
Lyons from Victoria BC.

Her Beauty, Strength and Spirit became part of all of
us that knew her.

Toby will live in our hearts forever.
Rest in Peace. We all love you.

BARRY STEINFELD
March 25, 1950 - Winnipeg, Manitoba
July 20, 2018 - Foothills, Alberta

Barry was born in Win-
nipeg on March 25, 1950,
the second son of Bluma
and Morris. His parents,
who immigrated to Canada
after World War II, instilled
in him the values of having
a goal, working hard, and
respecting others. Barry
never shied away from hard
work. Whether it was his
schoolwork, his profes-
sional work, or his recrea-
tional pursuits, he put in
120% all the time.

Barry graduated from the University of Manitoba
Law School in 1974 and began his career in Winnipeg.
He worked with three different firms over the years in
Winnipeg, the last being Taylor McCaffrey. In 2002,
he moved his family to Calgary and joined McLeod
Law where he became a partner and worked until he
fell ill. His clients and co-workers have a deep respect
for Barry, and he worked tirelessly for them. He was
well respected by the legal community in Winnipeg
and Calgary and gave talks on personal injury law to his
peers.

His hard work was also evident in his recreational
pursuits. Barry ran marathons in Winnipeg, hiked to
the base camp on Mount Everest, and did a cycling road
trip in New Zealand. He played baseball in the law
leagues in Winnipeg and Calgary. Barry “the lion of
Zion”, trained and also fought in a semi-pro boxing
match in Winnipeg as a fundraiser for the local Jewish
Community Center.

Barry was active in the JCC in Winnipeg and in
Calgary. He was a big supporter of Israel, of Jewish
culture, and of the need to educate people about the
Holocaust. He was dedicated to seeing that all people’s
human rights were protected. He loved Canada and the
opportunity and acceptance it provided his parents and
family.

Barry leaves behind his beloved wife Mary Jo; his
children Roz (Moshe), Ben (Maggie), Bryan (Amy),
Eli (Rebecca), and Aidan; his grandchildren Danielle,
Noa, Ori, Elad, Ella, Anissa, Copper, and Dylan. He
will be fondly remembered by Mary Jo’s Children Joey
(MJ), Heather (Kurt); and grandchildren Logan,
Jackson, and Oliver. Also mourning his passing are his
brothers Leo (Maureen), Sam (Karen); and his nieces
and nephews.

Funeral Services were held at the Jewish Memorial
Chapel, (North East Corner of Highway 22X & 37th
Street S.W.) on Monday, July 23, 2018 at 11:00 a.m.
with interment followed at 37th Street Cemetery. Con-
dolences may be forwarded through
www.mcinnisandholloway.com.

We would like to thank Rabbi Glickman for his
support, spiritual guidance, and friendship. Thank you
to Dr. Kelly, the neurosurgical staff and Cancer care
staff at the Foothills Hospital, Dr. Wilson and the
homecare palliative care team and nurse Clare for their
dedication and care.

If friends do desire, donations in Barry’s memory
can be made to The Brain Tumour Foundation of
Canada https://www.braintumour.ca/ The Canadian
Museum of Human Rights https://humanrights.ca/ The
Calgary Jewish Community Center http://
www.calgaryjcc.com/

Arrangements in care of the CHEVRA KADISHA
OF CALGARY, Telephone: 403-244-4717.

DR. ARTHUR FRANKEL
1923-2018

Arthur Frankel passed
away on July 8, 2018. He
was predeceased by his
parents Sara and Samuel,
his sister Zelda and his be-
loved wife Leah. He is sur-
vived by his sons Bernie,
David and Harvey, daugh-
ter in law Susan, and grand-
sons Matthew, Robby
(Rachel) and Jed. 

Arthur, or Artie, Dad, and
affectionately Zaida as he

was known, was born on April 25, 1923 in Winnipeg
where he grew up and met and married his wife Leah.
They moved to Chicago where he attended Loyola
Dental School and then to Weyburn, SK, where he
established his first dental practice. There, he and
Leah’s three sons were born. The family returned to
Winnipeg in 1957 and remained there for all their lives.
Arthur’s professional career lasted over 40 years and
many of his loyal patients remained with him until his
retirement. Retirement brought Arthur time to spend at
the family cottage in Gimli and plenty of hours for
learning how to sail. He and Leah were also able to
enjoy winter vacations in warmer climates.

Everyone who knew Arthur agreed he was among
the warmest, kindest and most dignified people they
had ever met. Arthur was happiest when he was able to
help others, especially those who knew and loved him.
His huge smile and warmth could fill a room, and he
had time for all of us - big and little - engaged with a
patience and interest that was uniquely compelling,
and so inviting. We will miss him dearly, and reflec
upon his memory with so much warmth and light.

Arthur’s funeral and internment were held at Rosh
Pina Cemetery on July 10th, 2018.
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MEMORIAMS WEEK OF
AUGUST   1

Unveiling

The family of the late

NORMA and RONALD GOLTSMAN
wishes to inform their relatives and friends of the

unveiling of a headstone
dedicated to their loving memory on

Sunday, August 5, 2018
at 10:00 a.m.

at the Bnay Abraham Cemetery

SHIRLEY DRABINSKY (Stone)
January 31, 1930 - J uly 14, 2018

Shirley was born and raised in Winnipeg. She re-
ceived a Human Ecology Degree from the University
of Manitoba. In 1951 she married Dr. David Drabinsky
from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. They permanently
moved to California in 1959. She spent the last years of
her life in Sun City, Palm Desert, California.

Shirley passed away peacefully on July 14 in Tarzana,
California, after a 2 + year battle with pancreatic
cancer, surrounded by her loving children and grand-
children. She was predeceased by her parents Max and
Eva Stone, her husband, Dr. David Drabinsky and her
fourth son, Earl Drabinsky. Shirley is survived by her
children: Dr. Allan Drabinsky, Gerald Drabinsky,
Marvin Drabinsky (Linda Krasne Drabinsky) and
Cheryl Drabinsky, and her brothers, Samuel Alexan-
der Stone of Ottawa and Dr. Harold Stone (Reva) of
Winnipeg.

Pallbearers were her children Allan, Gerald, Marvin,
her grandson David Drabinsky, nephew Howard
Drabinsky, and friends Lloyd Goldwater, Delbert
Marks, and Harry Birenbaum. Honorary pallbearers
were Dr. Harold Stone and Dr. Bernie Bressler.

The family wishes that those who would like to make
donations should go online to Concern Foundation
(concernfoundation.org) an organization that supports
cancer research.

Unveiling
The family of the late

JOHN BERKOWITZ
wishes to inform their relatives and friends of the

unveiling of a plaque dedicated to his loving memory on
Sunday, August 19, 2018

at 10:00 a.m.
at the Rosh Pina Cemetery

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SAM
LAZARECK

who passed away
May 23, 1976

23 Days in Iyar

ANNA
LAZARECK

who passed away
September 6, 1989

6 Days in Elul
- Forever missed by your children and grandchildren.

— Forever loved and always remembered by your children, Jerry
and Gloria Moscovitch and your grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and great-great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MORRIS
MOSCOVITCH

who passed away
August 11, 1962

14 days in Av

JENNIE
MOSCOVITCH

who passed away
August 28, 1986

24 days in Av

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
our dear father,
grandfather, and
great-grandfather

BERNARD
SHIBOU

who passed away
August 12, 1984
14 Days in Av

In loving memory of
our dear mother,
grandmother, and
great-grandmother

SOPHIE
SHIBOU

who passed away
August 6, 2002
28 Days in Av

You are loved and missed every day.
—Your children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ETHEL BIRKS
who passed away
August 26, 1997
23 Days in Av

Sadly missed along life's way
Quietly remembered every day
No longer in our life to share
But in our hearts she is always
there
— Your loving children,
grandchildren, great-
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam
20th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

JACK ISAAC
"IKE" GLESBY

who passed away
August 16, 1998
24 Days in Av

Always in our thoughts
And forever in our hearts
— Your 4 daughters,
7 granddaughters, 8 great-
granddaughters and your
namesake, Ike.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

PHILIP LINDER
who passed away
August 6, 1956

25 days in Av 5716
— Ever remembered by
Sheila and Elvin,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
28th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

WILLIAM
LITINSKY
who passed away
August 14, 1990

23 days in Av
Our hearts still ache with sadness
and silent tears still flow
and what it means to lose you
no one will ever know.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children, grand-
children, and family.

SARAH GOLUMBIA
 Peacefully, surrounded by family, Sarah Golumbia

passed away on Thursday, July 19th, 2018 at 99 years
of age.

 She was predeceased by her parents, Alice and Israel
Kasloff, her beloved husband David and her brother
Zachary Kasloff (Josephine). She is survived by her
sister Shirley Garfinkel (Irvin) and many devoted
nieces and nephews.

 She has left a great void in the lives of her loving and
devoted family; daughters Reesa Niznick (Gerald),
Elaine Golumbia and her son Sheldon Golumbia. She
will be greatly missed by her grandchildren; Lisa
Leonard, Amy Konheim (Jon), Jennifer Stitz and Hart
Stitz, and by her great grandchildren; Dana, Emily and
Andrew Leonard, Ashley, Haley and Carly Konheim.

 Sarah was born April 18th, 1919 in Winnipeg and
was raised in a very warm and closely knit family. She
married David in 1942 and they enjoyed a wonderful
married life until his passing in 1995. Their legacy to
our family is a treasured gift to us that will be passed on
to our families for generations.

 Our mom was a positive thinker, appreciating all
aspects of her life. She loved and cherished her family
and friends. By her zest for life, devotion to family and
sense of humor, she was a role model and an inspiration
to us. Although heartbroken, we are filled with love
and appreciation for the many years of beautiful memo-
ries she created for us.

 A special thank you to Trinidad Solano for her
kindness, care and compassion provided to our mother
over the past 9 years.

Funeral services were held on Sunday, July 22nd at
the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue with interment at Shaarey
Zedek cemetery. Services were conducted by Rabbi
Anibal Mass. Pallbearers were Gerald Niznick, Hart
Stitz, Andrew Leonard, Jon Konheim, Ted Kasloff,
Harvey Garfinkel, Alex Garfinkel and Joel Niznick.
Honorary pallbearers were Irvin Garfinkel and Jerry
Webb.

 If so desired, contributions may be made in Sarah’s
memory to the charity of your choice.

A very long life, very well lived.

PHYLLIS GILMAN
It is with great sadness that we announce the passing

of our beloved Phyllis peacefully July 18, 2018.
Much loved wife of Sheldon. Loving role model to

Sheldon’s children Lonny & Alyssa.
Beloved daughter of the late David & Mary Himelfarb,

and sister to the late Alvin Himelfarb.
Phyllis is survived by her nephew Jeffrey and his 4

children.
Special thanks to Dr. James Johnston and nurse Irena

as well as Ellyn and Jerry Meyers.
Phyllis will be forever loved and cherished.
Funeral services were held Sunday July 22nd at the

B’nay Abraham Cemetery.
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In loving memory of

ANN MOSER
who passed away
August 14th, 2006

20 Days in Av
—  Lovingly remembered and
missed every day by your
children, grandchildren, and
friends.

In Memoriam

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF
AUGUST  8

5th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

IRMA PENN
who passed away

July 30, 2013
23 days in Av

— Lovingly remembered and
missed by family and friends.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of
our dear mother and

grandmother

MARGARET
BOOKHALTER

who passed away
August 23, 1979

30 Days in Av, 5739

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children and
grandchildren.

— Always remembered and sadly missed by their children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

ESTHER
COLBERG
who passed away

July 29, 1987
3 days in Av

MASSEY
COLBERG
who passed away
August 25, 2001

7 days in Elul

In loving memory of
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MEYER
COSMAN
who passed away
August 12, 2006
2 Days in Shevat

— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by Lois, Barb,
Lorne, Willow, Danielle and
Justin.

In Memoriam
12th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

— Lovingly remembered and sadly missed by their children and
grandchildren.

DON
GLIMCHER

who passed away
August 28, 2012
10 days in Elul

IDA
GLIMCHER

who passed away
August 8, 2015
23 days in Av

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

PEARL KRAUT
HUBAR

who passed away
August 20, 1982
1st Day in Elul

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her husband,
children and family

1st Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SHEILA
PAISNER
who passed away

July 26, 2017
3 days in Av

We miss you and love you.
— Sadly missed by your
husband Roy and children
and grandchildren.

In loving memory of

SYLVIA MIRIAM
POLLOCK
who passed away
August 31, 2011
2 Days in Elul

Forever loved and missed.
— Your loving family.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

IRENE
RABINOVITCH

who passed away
September 1, 1959

28 Days in Av, 5719
—Ever remembered by her
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

who passed away

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOSEPH RAIZEN

August 14, 1988
2 Days in Elul

EVELYN RAIZEN
September 5, 1985

19 Days in Elul
— Always remembered with much love and sadly missed by your
daughters Marilyn, Karen, Janice and their families

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BETTY
SCHWARTZ

who passed away
August 27, 2003
28th Day of Av

— Truly loved and deeply
missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
26th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

ROSE SWITZER
who passed away
September 1, 1992

3 Days in Elul
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her children,
grandson and family.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

RIVA
WEINSTEIN

who passed away
August 30, 1962
30 Days in Av

— Dearly loved and forever
missed by your children and
family.

In Memoriam
35th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

GILDA KATZ
who passed away

July 30, 1983
20 Days in Av

— You are with us forever,
dearly loved and forever
missed day by day by your
children, grandchildren, sister
and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DAVID SAMUEL
KAUFMAN
who passed away
August 1, 2010
21 Days in Av

— Sadly remembered, forever
loved by his wife Nora,
children, grandchildren and
brothers.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BILL FELDMAN
who passed away
August 4, 2007
20 Days in Av

You are forever in our hearts
We are grateful for the
wonderful times we shared
— Susan, Jennifer, Jonathan
as well as your many close
friends and family.

In loving memory of

SHONA
GOORVICH

August 12, 1998
21 Days in Av

Deeply missed every day
Your gentle spirit guides our
way
— Lovingly remembered by
her parents, brother,
grandmother and family.

In Memoriam
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SAM BAKER
who passed away
August 5, 2013
29 Days in Av

— Forever in our hearts and
still deeply missed by his
children and grandchildren.

5th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MATHESON
(MATT) BURKE

who passed away
August 14, 1996
29 Days in Av

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your wife, children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
22nd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

BERDIE COHEN
who passed away
August 14, 1993

27 Days in Av, 5754
— Lovingly remembered by
your children, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam
25th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam
4th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MURRAY
GOLUB

who passed away
August 26, 2014
1st day in Elul

“Loving memories will never die.
You are always with us.”
– We will forever remember your
gentle smile and positive outlook.
Sorely missed and forever
loved by your wife, Marilyn,
your sons, Mark and Michael
and by family and friends.

In Memoriam
7th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

IDA HECHT
who passed away
September 1, 2011

2 days in Elul
— Forever remembered with
love and admiration by her
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

CELIA LIPKIN
who passed away
September 1, 2011

2 days in Elul
Forever in our hearts
A woman of strength, courage,
kindness and devotion
— Lovingly remembered by
her children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, nieces
and nephews.

7th YahrzeitIn Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
father and grandfather

BENJAMIN
SHAPIRO
who passed away
August 28, 1984
1st Day in Elul

— Ever  remembered and sadly
missed by his family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

HARRY
SILVERBERG

who passed away
August 17th, 1966

1 Elul 5726
— Ever remembered and
sadly missed by his children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our
dear husband, father

& grandfather

WILLIAM
SIMCES

who passed away
August 11th, 1969

27 Days in Av
— Always loved and forever
remembered by his wife,
children, and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
35th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

BENJAMIN
STONE

(Montreal)
who passed away

July 31, 1983
21 Days in Av

— Always remembered with
much love and sadly missed
by your son-in-law  Roy, chil-
dren, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam
10th Yahrzeit

PHILIP WEISS
Survivor and Witness

Husband, Father,
Zaida, Brother

who passed away
September 3, 2008

3 Days in Elul

Forever remembered with
love and admiration by his
children, Francie and Eric,
Beverly and Bryan, his
grandchildren Abby, Jill,
Richard, Erin, Evan,
Michael, Lainie, sister-in-law
Evelyn, and his nieces and
nephews.

everlasting
2X3

Restaurant
owner evicts

Dutch Jewish
community

from
synagogue

By CNAAN
LIPHSHIZ
D E V E N T E R ,
Netherlands (JTA)
— The Jewish com-
munity of this
Dutch city was
evicted Monday
from its former syn-
agogue in what
members said was
the first such occur-
rence in years in the
kingdom.

Members of Beth
Shoshanna, a
Masorti/Conservati
ve Jewish congrega-
tion of approximate-
ly 30 people, packed
up and loaded into a
van their Torah
scroll and other

scripture, as well as other items used for wor-
ship and furniture. The move followed a legal
fight against the building’s new owners, who
are seeking to turn it into a restaurant.

“It’s a very heavy feeling that this thing can
happen here in 2018,” said Tom Furstenberg,
the community’s chairman.

His community had been told to move out by
the office of Ayhan Sahin, a Dutch-Turkish
developer and owner of several eateries, who
in January bought the building housing the
Great Synagogue of Deventer with a partner.
Last week, the city blocked his plan to open an
eatery in the 125-year-old synagogue. But as
the owners, Sahin and his associate can still
determine who has access to the building and
have asked the congregation to move out,
according to Sanne Terlouw, a member of the
congregation.

The community has found a new home in the
nearby municipality of Raalte.

“We will continue. But this means the end of
centuries of Jewish life in Deventer itself,”
Terlouw said.

A dozen community members sang songs in
Hebrew, including “Am Yisrael Chai” and
“Kol Ha’Olam Kulo,” before leaving the syn-
agogue. Furstenberg, wearing a tallit, or prayer
shawl, blew the shofar one final time before
leaving. He helped carry out the portable ark
holding the Torah scrolls.

Several Dutch journalists documented the
move, which Terlouw and Furstenberg said
was the first such case in years.

The synagogue on Gol Street, a tall building
in the neo-Moorish style, was built in 1892. Of
the 590 people who in 1942 were registered as
Jewish residents of Deventer, 401 were mur-
dered in the Holocaust. The depleted commu-
nity could not afford the building’s upkeep and
sold it in 1951 to a Christian church group,
which installed a massive pipe organ in the
spacious interior.

In 2010, Beth Shoshanna got permission
from the church group to use the space as a
synagogue. The Jewish congregation installed
a Torah ark and scroll, and held regular ser-
vices there until the sale. Attempts to raise
enough funds to buy the synagogue from the
church did not succeed.

In 1940, in the days following the German
invasion of the Netherlands, members of the
Dutch National Socialist Party ransacked the
Deventer synagogue as police stood by,
destroying the interior.
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Manitoba Club, Winnipeg
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On Wednesday, July 18, in the Berney
Theatre, B’nai Brith Canada, along with the
Argentinean Manitoban Association and
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg, paid homage
to the victims of the bombing of the   1994
AMIA  bombing (Asociación Mutual
Israelita Argentina) Jewish Community
Centre in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

A candle-lighting ceremony, accompanied
by speeches and presentations, made for a
truly emotional and memorable event.

It has been 24 years since 85 innocent lives
were taken abruptly and unjustly in the
AMIA attack, which took place only two
years after the 1992 attack on the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires that

killed 29 and left 242 wounded. The Jewish commu-
nity continues to remember these victims and pay
them the respect they deserve, while continuing to
push for justice for these horrific crimes.

The Honorable Jim Carr, Minister of International
Trade Diversification, as well as several MLAs and
other officials, paid their respects at the event.
Minister Carr presented a compelling and emotional
speech about his previous visits to Argentina, and its
people’s profound perseverance.

Official investigations into the attack by the
Argentinian government have been impeded by delay
and corruption.

While Iran has long been thought to be responsible
for the attack, it has not been held accountable.

Federal Minister Jim Carr was one
of the speakers at the event.

Rady JCC holds “Summer Family Musical Shabbat Dinner” July 13

Over 160 members of families from all
walks of life in our community gathered
together in the Jewish Foundation garden at
the Asper Campus to celebrate Shabbat on a
gorgeous Friday evening July 13. Special
musical entertainment was provided by
Marky Weinstock.



Manitoba has
the highest
rate of

drowning in the coun-
try for kids under the
age of four. Every
summer, we hear the
stories of kids who
drowned while out at

the lake or boating. 
These stories spurred Rishona Hyman, founder

of Aqua Essence Swim Academy, into action. An
advocate for safe swimming for the past 23
years, Hyman has been mulling ways to change
these statistics for years.

“I love teaching swimming,” said Hyman.
“People often assume that I now just sit in an
office and organize. Heck no! I am in the water
teaching five days a week. It is my favourite
thing. I feel great while I am teaching.”

Aqua Essence offers swimming lessons and,
while it is accessible financially to some, it is
beyond the means of others. So, Hyman wanted
to find another way to help those in need while also hopefully being part of
the solution in curbing the number of drowning incidents.

As of July 19, 2018, she started up a new charity that will teach swim-
ming at no cost for the participants - the Ready, Set, Swim! Foundation.

“Over the years of being at the pool, I have seen it all,” said Hyman. “I
have seen and heard from parents who can’t swim. I have witnessed res-
cues of non-swimmers. And, I have seen, first-hand, the positive impact
swimming lessons and water safety can have on a child and a family.

“The final leap to move forward was when I was given the opportunity
to teach swimming to Grade 3 students at a Winnipeg school. It was the
first day and there were two instructors and 18 students.

“I recall very clearly asking the kids if they could swim. The majority felt
that they could. I asked if they had ever been swimming before and, again,
the majority had. One boy told me he goes to the beach all the time. I asked
if he wears a lifejacket at the beach and he said, ‘no.’

“I then asked how many of the kids had taken formal swimming lessons.
Only two out of the 18 had. Needless to say, none of the kids could
swim...despite believing and thinking that they could.

“I spent the next four weeks giving these 18 students the best lessons I
could. I filled their brains with as much water safety as I could. We prac-
ticed and we worked.”

Ready, Set, Swim! will be offering swimming lessons and water safety
education to participants aged six-to-18-years-old, and a water safety com-
ponent to their guardians. 

The focus will be serving the most vulnerable groups – those who do not
have access, newcomers to Canada, and those who simply can’t afford the
price tag.

The program is unique, as it is a referral-base program with clear gradu-
ation criteria. Each swimmer will stay in the program until they can achieve
the Lifesaving Society’s swim to survive standard without a lifejacket.

“We also will have a water safety education component for the care-
givers, and are prepared to offer this in their native language if needed,”
said Hyman. “We will teach in eight-week sessions, three times per year.
Each participant will receive lessons, a bathing suit, a towel, a swim bag,
shampoo, and a snack.”

The foundation would have not been possible without the talented
women who make up its board, each one with a specific skill set. They are:
Susan Riley, Belinda Squance, Lauren Hope, and Cristina Patterson, and in
Hyman’s words, “They are real life superheroes.

“A big shout out too to our behind-the-scenes team, Amanda Le
Rougetel...and Trista Lachuta-Hazel. A massive ‘thank you’ to the
Lifesaving Society for their tireless work toward preventing drownings. We
are looking forward to our continued work together on making an impact
on preventing even more drownings. One drowning is one too many.”

The foundation is seeking donations from generous people in Manitoba
and across Canada, with charitable tax receipts available.

“We chose the Cindy Klassen (sports centre) to publicly announce our
foundation for a few reasons,” said Hyman. “Aqua Essence teaches at
Cindy Klassen seven days a week. We have a great relationship with the
staff and pool supervisor at that pool.

“I also spend a lot of time at the pool. Cindy Klassen is a very diverse and
central location. I am a huge fan of Cindy Klassen and, any chance I can
get to bring people to the complex, I do.”

While Hyman expects that the results of the foundation classes will vary
and will be very personal, she anticipates that all participants will leave
with a sense of pride, confidence, determination to fitness, and a new skill
that can open many doors and experiences.

“On the whole, we have hopes of raising awareness, understanding, and
safety around water,” said Hyman. “We want to empower people to change

what they are doing. We want them to be within
arms reach of children in the water, to be in life-
jackets while enjoying our waters, to respect the

water, and to understand that moving water is not the same as a guarded
pool.

“We want them to know that a lifejacket needs to be worn on any water-
craft and that swimming alone or at night is not safe. We know the need is
vast and we know it will take time, but we are hoping there will be a rip-
ple effect of change.”

While many people have already stepped forward offering to help, the
charity is open to volunteers and great ideas. Donations can be made online
at www.readysetswim.ca, by calling 204-694-SWIM (7946), or via e-mail
at info@readysetswim.ca. 

Ready, Set, Swim! to prevent drowning
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Rishona Hyman with Kevin Tordiffe, acting
CEO lifesaving society (photo by Susan Riley)

By

REBECA  KUROPATWA
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